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FRIENDS OF THE FRINGE 
We would like to say thank you to our wonderful Friends of 
the Fringe, without whom we would struggle to put on this 
Festival. If you would like to join us as a Friend please get in 
touch via the website or talk to one of the team at an event.

A very warm and Fringey welcome  
to Guildford Fringe Festival 2019!
Guildford Fringe Festival is one of the youngest Fringe Festivals in the  
world but with one of the biggest hearts! We launched Guildford Fringe  
Festival back in 2013. Then, it took place in just one venue and we had 31  
events going on for the month.  

It went alright actually! Slowly, over the years to follow, the Festival grew and  
this year we are seen in 12 venues and have almost 150 events going on during the  
month-long Festival! It’s going to be lots of fun! In our historic and beautiful town, Guildford 
Fringe Festival invites all artistic genres to get involved, it is literally open to everyone. Affordable,  
entertaining and accessible – they are the keys words for Guildford Fringe Festival.

If I could ask you to do one thing it would be to try something new. This is your chance to go  
and see something that, perhaps, you would see at a main stream theatre. There is so much to enjoy  
and the average ticket price is 8 quid! 

Happy Fringing to one and all, Nick Wyschna & Charlotte Bateup

Inspired 
by Alice
Family Fun Day
Saturday 3rd August - 11am to 4pm
Join us in the grounds of historic Guildford Castle for a day of 
entertainment inspired by Lewis Carroll’s  
famous story book character Alice.

• Stalls and Refreshments

• Explore Guildford Castle

• Activities for all the family

• Live Music 

• Craft Activity

• Bring a picnic to enjoy the  
day in the gardens and  
watch the wonder unfold  
around you

• Come dressed as your  
favourite character and you  
may win a prize

Castle Entry:
£2 Adults - £1 Children

www.guildford.gov.uk/castle • Tel: 01483 444751
Guildford Castle & Grounds - Castle Street, Guildford GU1 3SX

Supported by;
Official Partner and Radio Station 
of Inspired by Alice

GBC Alice Day 2019 Poster aw.indd   1 28/03/2019   09:12
GBC Alice Day 2019 A5 Advert aw.indd   1 28/03/2019   09:15
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FRIENDS OF THE FRINGE 
We would like to say thank you to our wonderful Friends of 
the Fringe, without whom we would struggle to put on this 
Festival. If you would like to join us as a Friend please get in 
touch via the website or talk to one of the team at an event.

A very warm and Fringey welcome  
to Guildford Fringe Festival 2019!
Guildford Fringe Festival is one of the youngest Fringe Festivals in the  
world but with one of the biggest hearts! We launched Guildford Fringe  
Festival back in 2013. Then, it took place in just one venue and we had 31  
events going on for the month.  

It went alright actually! Slowly, over the years to follow, the Festival grew and  
this year we are seen in 12 venues and have almost 150 events going on during the  
month-long Festival! It’s going to be lots of fun! In our historic and beautiful town, Guildford 
Fringe Festival invites all artistic genres to get involved, it is literally open to everyone. Affordable,  
entertaining and accessible – they are the keys words for Guildford Fringe Festival.

If I could ask you to do one thing it would be to try something new. This is your chance to go  
and see something that, perhaps, you would see at a main stream theatre. There is so much to enjoy  
and the average ticket price is 8 quid! 

Happy Fringing to one and all, Nick Wyschna & Charlotte Bateup

Inspired 
by Alice
Family Fun Day
Saturday 3rd August - 11am to 4pm
Join us in the grounds of historic Guildford Castle for a day of 
entertainment inspired by Lewis Carroll’s  
famous story book character Alice.

• Stalls and Refreshments

• Explore Guildford Castle

• Activities for all the family

• Live Music 

• Craft Activity

• Bring a picnic to enjoy the  
day in the gardens and  
watch the wonder unfold  
around you

• Come dressed as your  
favourite character and you  
may win a prize

Castle Entry:
£2 Adults - £1 Children

www.guildford.gov.uk/castle • Tel: 01483 444751
Guildford Castle & Grounds - Castle Street, Guildford GU1 3SX

Supported by;
Official Partner and Radio Station 
of Inspired by Alice

GBC Alice Day 2019 Poster aw.indd   1 28/03/2019   09:12
GBC Alice Day 2019 A5 Advert aw.indd   1 28/03/2019   09:15

Welcome to Guildford Fringe Festival 2019! 

Guildford Fringe Festival is one of the youngest Fringe Festivals in  
the world but with one of the biggest hearts! We launched The  
Fringe back in 2013 and that year it took place in just one venue with  
31 events going on for the month. It was a little tester that went pretty well! 

Slowly, over the years to follow, the Festival grew and this year we have 13  
venues participating and almost 150 events going on throughout the  
month-long Festival! It’s going to be lots of fun! 

In our historic and beautiful town, Guildford Fringe Festival invites all artistic genres to get  
involved, it is literally open to everyone. Affordable, entertaining and accessible –  these are  
our key aims of Guildford Fringe Festival.

If I could ask you to do one thing it would be to try something new. This is your chance to go and  
see something that, perhaps, you would not see at a mainstream theatre. There is so much to enjoy  
and the average ticket price is just 8 quid! 
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FESTIVAL SPONSORS

FESTIVAL PARTNERS

VENUES 

G Live
G Live, London Road,  
Guildford, GU1 2AA
01483 369 350

The Guildhall
131 High St,  
Guildford, GU1 3AA

The Bellerby Studio
G Live, London Road,  
Guildford, GU1 2AA
01483 369 350

The Back Room
The Star Inn
2 Quarry Street,
Guildford, GU1 3TY
01483 532887

The Keep
29 Castle Street,
Guildford, GU1 3UW
01483 450600

White Lion Walk  
– Fringe Box Office
White Lion Walk  
Shopping Centre,  
Guildford, GU1 3DW
Box Office opens on  
25 June

The Stoke Pub & Pizzeria
103 Stoke Rd,  
Guildford, GU1 4JN
01483 504296

The Mill Studio at  
Yvonne Arnaud Theatre
Millbrook, GU1 3UX
01483 792300
 

The Britannia Pub
9 Millmead,
Guildford, GU2 4BE
01483 572160

The Electric Theatre
Onslow Street,
Guildford, GU1 4SZ
01483 501200 

Guildford Harbour Hotel
Epsom Road,
Guildford, GU4 7FN
01483 479614

5

Guildford’s Yvonne  
Arnaud Theatre
Millbrook,  
Guildford, GU1 3UX
01483 440000

Clandon Wood Natural  
Burial Reserve
Epsom Rd,  
Guildford, GU4 7FN
01483 479614

BBC Surrey Radio Studios
University of Surrey Campus, 
Broadcasting Centre  
Guildford, GU2 5AP
01483 306306

How to Book
Through the Guildford Fringe Festival Website
24 hours a day. www.GuildfordFringeFestival.com

Give us a call: 01483 361101

In Person 
Wednesday - Sunday / 11am-5pm
The Star Inn, Quarry Street, GU1 3TY 

Booking Fees
Guildford Fringe Box Office
Online/Phone, £1 per ticket 

In Person
Card Sales: £1 transaction fee . Cash – No Fees! 

G Live/Bellerby Studio
The advertised price includes all fees and can only be 
purchased from the G Live box Office. www.GLive.co.uk

Tickets
There is no need to print your tickets. Just keep your 
email on your phones and have some ID with you.

Under 18’s
As some of our venues are pubs here is a rough 
guideline for those public house venues.  

If you are unsure please contact the venue directly.
Friday/Saturday from 7pm – Strictly 18+
Sunday-Thursday - 14+ and must be accompanied 
by a parent or guardian. Please remember that 
some shows will have adult content. If you are 
unsure, please contact us directly.

How to get to Guildford 
Park and Ride
Guildford has three Park and Ride services. Surrey 
County Council website has all the information. 
Just search Park and Ride. www.surreycc.gov.uk

Car Parks
The Experience Guildford Website has all the up to 
date car park information  
www.experienceguildford.co.uk/getting-here.php 

Train
Guildford Main Line or London Road Station.

INFO, SPONSORS AND PARTNERS
How to Book 
Online: GuildfordFringeFestival.com 
Phone: 01483 361101 
In Person: Every day during the Festival at The Star Inn, 
Quarry Street GU1 3TY 11am-4pm.

Booking Fees 
All shows booked via the Guildford Fringe Box Office 
(online, phone, or in person) are charged £1 per ticket.
All ticket prices at G Live include the booking fees and 
can only be purchased via GLive.co.uk or by calling 
01483 369350.

Tickets 
There is no need to print your tickets for events booked 
via the Guildford Fringe Box Office, please just bring 
some ID with you. Your name will be on the door list. 
Please save paper where you can.

Under 18’s 
As some of our venues are pubs here is a rough 
guideline for age restrictions. If you are at all

unsure please contact the venues directly. Venues 
reserve the right to refuse entry.

In pubs on Fridays and Saturdays from 7pm there is a 
strict 18+ policy. Sunday-Thursday you must be 14+ and 
must be accompanied by a parent or guardian. Please 
remember that some shows may contain adult content. 

How to get to Guildford 
Park and Ride  
Guildford has several Park and Ride services. To find out 
full information you can do an internet search for Park 
and Rides in Guildford or visit the Experience Guildford 
website: www.experienceguildford.co.uk/getting-here 
Car Parks 
Experience Guildford’s website has all the up to date car 
park information. Please visit: www.experienceguildford.
co.uk/getting-here
Train 
Guildford Station (bottom of town) or London Road 
Station (top of town).

FESTIVAL SPONSORS

FESTIVAL PARTNERS

 
  

  

 

After three hugely successful series of Lee Nelson on the BBC and several world-
famous stunts on the likes of Donald Trump and Sepp Blatter, Simon unveils his 
funniest persona yet; himself.  He takes us from his childhood growing up on the 
mean streets of Hampstead village, to his adulthood as a failed doctor, inept parent 
and fairly rubbish Jew.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 01/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

Janet

Simon Brodkin: Let Me Introduce Myself 

Emmerdale meets Monty Python in this deliciously surreal show which follows 
the life of Janet from conception to tragic-comic end. Janet is 1.5kg of uncooked 
bread dough who refuses to go in the oven. Performed by Helen Ainsworth and 
directed by John Mowat. Winner of the John Beecher Memorial Award 2018. 
The Big Free Fringe Weekend is sponsored by the rather wonderful Experience 
Guildford.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 30/06/2019, 5-6pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 

Tom Toal in Mediocre Boy

One of the brains behind the After All This Time Always Podcast with his brand-
new show, Tom Toal asks some tough questions of himself and his place in 
the comedy industry, and the world itself. Sounds a bit heavy to me… he will 
have some jokes as well… well, thank Christ for that. “Tom Toal captivates his 
audience with a unique brand of narrative comedy, that is as delightful to listen to 
as it is superbly funny”  - Punchline Recommends. The Big Free Fringe Weekend is 
sponsored by the rather wonderful Experience Guildford.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 30/06/2019, 7-8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 

The Big Free Fringe Weekend

Part of The Big Free Fringe Weekend which is sponsored by Experience Guildford, here 
is another day full of fun, fabulous and free events. Morris Day is back and Guildford 
Town Centre is going to be taken over by local Morris sides wearing clogs, or heavy black 
boots, brandishing wooden sticks or marking out patterns in the air with white cloth, 
telling stories in dance and music. Godalming and Guildford Jazz Choir are returning 
to Guildford Fringe Festival with a jam-packed day of performances all over the Town 
Centre from 11am-4pm. There will be an arts and crafts area where children can let off 
some steam and get creative. Children must be accompanied at all times.

LOCATION: Town Centre 
DATE & TIME: 30/06/2019, 11am-4pm
BOOKING: FREE FRINGE

30
June

1
July
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FREE FRINGE

THEATRE

COMEDY

COMEDY The Wasp by Morgan Lloyd Malcolm

Peppered Wit preview The Wasp for one night only at Guildford Fringe Festival.
A gripping, electric thriller exploring the far-reaching, unexpected and 
devastating effect childhood bullying can wreak. Gasp-inducing moments 
between former schoolmates twist and turn in this tense, often darkly comedic, 
ultimately shocking, female two-hander. This innovative theatre company are 
not to be missed. Over 16s only – this play contains strong language and adult 
themes.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 02/07/2019, 7-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees 

Wendy Wason: Actual Human Female 

Wendy Wason is an actual human female. With a husband and three children she 
deals with all this entails on a daily basis. From jealousy to judgement, feminism 
to fear and health to humiliation – and that’s just the school run. In her sixth one-
woman show she explores these themes with her usual charming, caustic wit.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 01/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Painting and Photography

From the development of the lens, to the invention of fixing an image mechanically 
and the digital revolution, there has always been a fascinating relationship between 
photography and painting. Join Ronnie Ireland and investigate the intriguing 
influence of the mediums upon each other. Born and educated in Glasgow, Ronnie 
is an active member of several Surrey Art Societies. This is a two-day event which runs 
on 2 and 9 July (2-5pm)  and the ticket includes both afternoons. 

LOCATION: The Guildford Institute
DATE & TIME: 02/07/2019 and 09/07/2019, 2-5pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101
£39.60 or £36/£33 for Guildford Institute Members + fees 

COMEDY

WORKSHOP

THEATRE

A night of new writing curated by The University of Surrey students. Their three-part 
show intertwines themes of integrity, identity and friendship. The evening includes 
work written by students from Guildford School of Acting including The Statement 
– a drama uncovering the power of a single voice – and Odes to Introversion - an 
exploration of identity and individuality in an interconnected age. 

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 02/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8/£7 + fees

Understatement THEATRE

98

2
July

30
June

FREE FRINGE (£5 deposit required)

FREE FRINGE (£5 deposit required)
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How to Book
Through the Guildford Fringe Festival Website
24 hours a day. www.GuildfordFringeFestival.com

Give us a call: 01483 361101

In Person 
Wednesday - Sunday / 11am-5pm
The Star Inn, Quarry Street, GU1 3TY 

Booking Fees
Guildford Fringe Box Office
Online/Phone, £1 per ticket 

In Person
Card Sales: £1 transaction fee . Cash – No Fees! 

G Live/Bellerby Studio
The advertised price includes all fees and can only be 
purchased from the G Live box Office. www.GLive.co.uk

Tickets
There is no need to print your tickets. Just keep your 
email on your phones and have some ID with you.

Under 18’s
As some of our venues are pubs here is a rough 
guideline for those public house venues.  

If you are unsure please contact the venue directly.
Friday/Saturday from 7pm – Strictly 18+
Sunday-Thursday - 14+ and must be accompanied 
by a parent or guardian. Please remember that 
some shows will have adult content. If you are 
unsure, please contact us directly.

How to get to Guildford 
Park and Ride
Guildford has three Park and Ride services. Surrey 
County Council website has all the information. 
Just search Park and Ride. www.surreycc.gov.uk

Car Parks
The Experience Guildford Website has all the up to 
date car park information  
www.experienceguildford.co.uk/getting-here.php 

Train
Guildford Main Line or London Road Station.

After three hugely successful series of Lee Nelson on the BBC and several world-
famous stunts on the likes of Donald Trump and Sepp Blatter, Simon unveils his 
funniest persona yet; himself.  He takes us from his childhood growing up on the 
mean streets of Hampstead village, to his adulthood as a failed doctor, inept parent 
and fairly rubbish Jew.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 01/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

Janet

Simon Brodkin: Let Me Introduce Myself 

Emmerdale meets Monty Python in this deliciously surreal show which follows 
the life of Janet from conception to tragic-comic end. Janet is 1.5kg of uncooked 
bread dough who refuses to go in the oven. Performed by Helen Ainsworth and 
directed by John Mowat. Winner of the John Beecher Memorial Award 2018. 
The Big Free Fringe Weekend is sponsored by the rather wonderful Experience 
Guildford.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 30/06/2019, 5-6pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 

Tom Toal in Mediocre Boy

One of the brains behind the After All This Time Always Podcast with his brand-
new show, Tom Toal asks some tough questions of himself and his place in 
the comedy industry, and the world itself. Sounds a bit heavy to me… he will 
have some jokes as well… well, thank Christ for that. “Tom Toal captivates his 
audience with a unique brand of narrative comedy, that is as delightful to listen to 
as it is superbly funny”  - Punchline Recommends. The Big Free Fringe Weekend is 
sponsored by the rather wonderful Experience Guildford.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 30/06/2019, 7-8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 

The Big Free Fringe Weekend

Part of The Big Free Fringe Weekend which is sponsored by Experience Guildford, here 
is another day full of fun, fabulous and free events. Morris Day is back and Guildford 
Town Centre is going to be taken over by local Morris sides wearing clogs, or heavy black 
boots, brandishing wooden sticks or marking out patterns in the air with white cloth, 
telling stories in dance and music. Godalming and Guildford Jazz Choir are returning 
to Guildford Fringe Festival with a jam-packed day of performances all over the Town 
Centre from 11am-4pm. There will be an arts and crafts area where children can let off 
some steam and get creative. Children must be accompanied at all times.

LOCATION: Town Centre 
DATE & TIME: 30/06/2019, 11am-4pm
BOOKING: FREE FRINGE
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THEATRE

COMEDY

COMEDY The Wasp by Morgan Lloyd Malcolm

Peppered Wit preview The Wasp for one night only at Guildford Fringe Festival.
A gripping, electric thriller exploring the far-reaching, unexpected and 
devastating effect childhood bullying can wreak. Gasp-inducing moments 
between former schoolmates twist and turn in this tense, often darkly comedic, 
ultimately shocking, female two-hander. This innovative theatre company are 
not to be missed. Over 16s only – this play contains strong language and adult 
themes.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 02/07/2019, 7-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees 

Wendy Wason: Actual Human Female 

Wendy Wason is an actual human female. With a husband and three children she 
deals with all this entails on a daily basis. From jealousy to judgement, feminism 
to fear and health to humiliation – and that’s just the school run. In her sixth one-
woman show she explores these themes with her usual charming, caustic wit.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 01/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Painting and Photography

From the development of the lens, to the invention of fixing an image mechanically 
and the digital revolution, there has always been a fascinating relationship between 
photography and painting. Join Ronnie Ireland and investigate the intriguing 
influence of the mediums upon each other. Born and educated in Glasgow, Ronnie 
is an active member of several Surrey Art Societies. This is a two-day event which runs 
on 2 and 9 July (2-5pm)  and the ticket includes both afternoons. 

LOCATION: The Guildford Institute
DATE & TIME: 02/07/2019 and 09/07/2019, 2-5pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101
£39.60 or £36/£33 for Guildford Institute Members + fees 

COMEDY

WORKSHOP

THEATRE

A night of new writing curated by The University of Surrey students. Their three-part 
show intertwines themes of integrity, identity and friendship. The evening includes 
work written by students from Guildford School of Acting including The Statement 
– a drama uncovering the power of a single voice – and Odes to Introversion - an 
exploration of identity and individuality in an interconnected age. 

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 02/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8/£7 + fees

Understatement THEATRE
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FREE FRINGE (£5 deposit required)

The Back Room of 
The Star Inn
2 Quarry Street,  
Guildford GU1 3TY
01483 532887
No disabled access

The Britannia Pub
9 Millmead, Guildford 
GU2 4BE
01483 572160
This venue is fully 
accessible

The Keep Pub
29 Castle Street,  
Guildford GU1 3UW
01483 450600
No disabled access to 
upstairs function room

Guildford Harbour Hotel
3 Alexandra Terrace,  
Guildford GU1 3DA
01483 792300
This venue is fully 
accessible

The Guildhall
131 High St, Guildford 
GU1 3AA
No disabled toilet

Clandon Wood Natural 
Burial Reserve
Epsom Rd, Guildford  
GU4 7FN
01483 479614
This venue is fully 
accessible

G Live
G Live, London Road, 
Guildford GU1 2AA
01483 369350
This venue is fully 
accessible

BBC Surrey Radio Studios
University of Surrey Campus, 
Broadcasting Centre Guildford 
GU2 5AP
01483 306306
This venue is fully  
accessible

The Bellerby Studio
G Live, London Road, 
Guildford GU1 2AA
01483 369 350
This venue is fully 
accessible

Cobbstar Bar
91 High St, Guildford  
GU1 3DP
07377 361204
No disabled access

Guildford’s Yvonne 
Arnaud Theatre
Millbrook, Guildford  
GU1 3UX
01483 440000
This venue is fully 
accessible

The Guildford 
Institute 
Ward St, Guildford  
GU1 4LH
01483 562142
This venue is fully 
accessible

The Mill Studio 
Yvonne Arnaud Theatre, 
Millbrook, Guildford  
GU1 3UX
01483 440000
This venue is fully 
accessible
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The Big Free Fringe Weekend

Part of The Big Free Fringe Weekend which is sponsored by Experience Guildford, 
there is plenty of fun, fabulous and free events going on! From 11am Guildford 
Fringe will take over Guildford High Street! Entertainment will include youth 
theatre group Street to the Point and professional caricaturist David Groves.  
There will be an arts and crafts area where children can let off some steam and 
get creative, just look out for the Guildford Fringe Gazebo on the High Street.
Children must be accompanied at all times.

LOCATION: Town Centre
DATE & TIME: 29/06/2019, 11am-5pm
BOOKING: FREE FRINGE 

Gag House Comedy Superstars

A night of comedy with acts that will be familiar to you from 
shows such as Live at the Apollo, Mock the Week, The Chase 
and lots more.

Hal Cruttenden is headlining this club. We couldn’t possibly list all 
of his telly credits but here are a few… Live at the Apollo, Have 
I Got News For You, The Royal Variety Performance, Mock the Week, 
The One Show and Michael McIntyre’s Comedy Roadshow!

Opening the show is Chris McCausland (Live at the Apollo, 
Comedy Central at the Comedy Store, Jimmy Carr’s Celebrity 
Deal or No Deal and Unwrapped with Miranda Hart). Next up is 
a very recognisable face, Paul Sinha (The Chase) and the MC for 
the evening is Susan Murray who has emerged as one of the best 
female stand-ups in the UK. 

LOCATION: G Live
DATE & TIME: 28/06/2019,  8-10:30pm
BOOKING: Glive.co.uk 01483 369350 
£22.50/£20.50 Inc. fees

COMEDY

FREE FRINGE

The Guildhall becomes the stage for a free evening of Opera on the Balcony for the 
second year running. The cast includes Roberto Abate (Opera North and Grange 
Park Opera) and Katie Bird (Opera North and English National Opera) who will be 
accompanied by Kelvin Lim. Bring a blanket or chair and enjoy this unique, free 
event on Guildford’s High Street. You are not permitted to bring your own alcohol 
to this event: there will be a bar available to purchase drinks from. The Free Fringe 
Weekend is sponsored by the rather wonderful Experience Guildford.

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 29/06/2019, 6:30-7:30pm
BOOKING: FREE FRINGE

Opera on the Balcony 

28
June
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June
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£18.50 (£17.50 concessions) + Booking Fees
Box office: GuildfordFringe.com  01483 361101

No refunds or exchanges. Guildford Fringe reserves the right to refuse entry at their discretion.

GuildfordFringe GuildfordFringe GuildfordFringeFestival #SindersPanto

The Back Room of The Star Inn

November 27 2019 to January 11 2020

The Back Room of The Star Inn
Quarry Street, Guildford GU1 3TY
November 27 2019 to January 11 2020
For performance dates and times see GuildfordFringe.com
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theatre group Street to the Point and professional caricaturist David Groves.  
There will be an arts and crafts area where children can let off some steam and 
get creative, just look out for the Guildford Fringe Gazebo on the High Street.
Children must be accompanied at all times.
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After three hugely successful series of Lee Nelson on the BBC and several world-
famous stunts on the likes of Donald Trump and Sepp Blatter, Simon unveils his 
funniest persona yet; himself.  He takes us from his childhood growing up on the 
mean streets of Hampstead village, to his adulthood as a failed doctor, inept parent 
and fairly rubbish Jew.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 01/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

Janet

Simon Brodkin: Let Me Introduce Myself 

Emmerdale meets Monty Python in this deliciously surreal show which follows 
the life of Janet from conception to tragic-comic end. Janet is 1.5kg of uncooked 
bread dough who refuses to go in the oven. Performed by Helen Ainsworth and 
directed by John Mowat. Winner of the John Beecher Memorial Award 2018. 
The Big Free Fringe Weekend is sponsored by the rather wonderful Experience 
Guildford.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 30/06/2019, 5-6pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 

Tom Toal in Mediocre Boy

One of the brains behind the After All This Time Always Podcast with his brand-
new show, Tom Toal asks some tough questions of himself and his place in 
the comedy industry, and the world itself. Sounds a bit heavy to me… he will 
have some jokes as well… well, thank Christ for that. “Tom Toal captivates his 
audience with a unique brand of narrative comedy, that is as delightful to listen to 
as it is superbly funny”  - Punchline Recommends. The Big Free Fringe Weekend is 
sponsored by the rather wonderful Experience Guildford.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 30/06/2019, 7-8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 

The Big Free Fringe Weekend

Part of The Big Free Fringe Weekend which is sponsored by Experience Guildford, here 
is another day full of fun, fabulous and free events. Morris Day is back and Guildford 
Town Centre is going to be taken over by local Morris sides wearing clogs, or heavy black 
boots, brandishing wooden sticks or marking out patterns in the air with white cloth, 
telling stories in dance and music. Godalming and Guildford Jazz Choir are returning 
to Guildford Fringe Festival with a jam-packed day of performances all over the Town 
Centre from 11am-4pm. There will be an arts and crafts area where children can let off 
some steam and get creative. Children must be accompanied at all times.

LOCATION: Town Centre 
DATE & TIME: 30/06/2019, 11am-4pm
BOOKING: FREE FRINGE
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FREE FRINGE

THEATRE

COMEDY

COMEDY The Wasp by Morgan Lloyd Malcolm

Peppered Wit preview The Wasp for one night only at Guildford Fringe Festival.
A gripping, electric thriller exploring the far-reaching, unexpected and 
devastating effect childhood bullying can wreak. Gasp-inducing moments 
between former schoolmates twist and turn in this tense, often darkly comedic, 
ultimately shocking, female two-hander. This innovative theatre company are 
not to be missed. Over 16s only – this play contains strong language and adult 
themes.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 02/07/2019, 7-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees 

Wendy Wason: Actual Human Female 

Wendy Wason is an actual human female. With a husband and three children she 
deals with all this entails on a daily basis. From jealousy to judgement, feminism 
to fear and health to humiliation – and that’s just the school run. In her sixth one-
woman show she explores these themes with her usual charming, caustic wit.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 01/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Painting and Photography

From the development of the lens, to the invention of fixing an image mechanically 
and the digital revolution, there has always been a fascinating relationship between 
photography and painting. Join Ronnie Ireland and investigate the intriguing 
influence of the mediums upon each other. Born and educated in Glasgow, Ronnie 
is an active member of several Surrey Art Societies. This is a two-day event which runs 
on 2 and 9 July (2-5pm)  and the ticket includes both afternoons. 

LOCATION: The Guildford Institute
DATE & TIME: 02/07/2019 and 09/07/2019, 2-5pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101
£39.60 or £36/£33 for Guildford Institute Members + fees 

COMEDY

WORKSHOP

THEATRE

A night of new writing curated by The University of Surrey students. Their three-part 
show intertwines themes of integrity, identity and friendship. The evening includes 
work written by students from Guildford School of Acting including The Statement 
– a drama uncovering the power of a single voice – and Odes to Introversion - an 
exploration of identity and individuality in an interconnected age. 

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 02/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8/£7 + fees

Understatement THEATRE
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LOCATION: The Mill Studio @ Yvonne Arnaud Theatre 
DATE & TIME: 03/07/2019, 10am-6pm 
BOOKING: FREE FRINGE

Yvonne Arnaud Art 

Modern Aged Middle Life - Live Podcast

Emily Baum and Graham Jarvis are comedy writers befuddled by modern life 
whilst facing middle age. They now bring their successful podcast on the road 
for the summer of 2019. Join them and shape the next podcast in this interactive 
and funny view of Modern Aged Middle Life.

Guildford Arts’ 24th summer exhibition, Yvonne Arnaud Art in the Mill Studio 
at Guildford’s Yvonne Arnaud Theatre is an exciting display of contemporary 
paintings, prints, photography, sculpture, ceramics and glasswork from local and 
nationally renowned artists. Why not call in and browse – all work is for sale, and 
on Saturdays there is also an opportunity to meet the Artist. There is a free art 
quiz for younger visitors to enjoy. Open Wednesday 3 July until Thursday 18 
July, Monday-Saturday, 10am-6pm.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 03/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

EXHIBITION

LIVE PODCAST

Matt Pinches is Co-Founder of Guildford Shakespeare Company, one of Surrey’s 
largest producing theatre companies. This summer their open-air season features 
two of the Bard’s biggest roisterers: Toby Belch and John Falstaff. This light-
hearted, ‘in-conversation-style’ evening will take us through their fascination 
with beer, wine and ‘canary’, whilst also exploring the notorious Friday Street 
Club, Shakespeare’s own relationship with the booze, and the all-important 
Elizabethan hangover cures.

LOCATION: Cobbstar Bar
DATE & TIME: 03/07/2019, 8-9pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

Javier is boring. Dull, uninteresting and sparks zero joy – and he’s absolutely fine 
with that. A (yawn) comedy show about the brilliance of boring and the benefits 
to be found once you stop trying to shine. Aside from being terribly boring, Javier 
is a well known act in his native New Zealand and headlines gigs across the UK 
and Europe. Before coming to the UK in 2010 Javier spent four years working as a 
professional comedian in New Zealand.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 03/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Javier Jarquin: Boring A.F.SPOKEN WORD

A Bard Of Ale by Matt PinchesTALK

 July

Movie and a Meal: The Imitation Game 

Based on the real life story of legendary cryptanalyst Alan Turing, the film 
portrays the nail-biting race against time by Turing and his brilliant team of code-
breakers at Britain’s top-secret Government Code and Cypher School at Bletchley 
Park, during the darkest days of World War II. The ticket includes Bangers and Mash 
(vegetarian option available) with onion gravy.

LOCATION: The Keep Pub
DATE & TIME: 04/07/2019, 7-10pm, Dinner 7-8pm,  Film Starts at 8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

Alan Bennett: Two One Act Plays

Maisie Adam: Hang Fire

Creaction Theatre Company present two of Alan Bennett’s one act plays. A Bed 
Among the Lentils, from his Talking Heads is about Susan, the frustrated and 
nervous vicar’s wife with a taste for communion wine and other pleasures. The 
second play is Say Something Happened, in which eager but green June is 
despatched by the Council to register elderly people. Mam and Dad are elderly 
but the able-bodied, street-wise couple have no intention of being registered. 

LOCATION: Clandon Wood Natural Burial Reserve
DATE & TIME: 04/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

Andrew White: Retirement Tour

At 19 years old, is this Andrew White’s last hurrah? Maybe a practical university 
degree is the best option. Should he keep slogging it out on the comedy circuit? 
Or can he bear to leave it all behind? A stand-up comedy show about making 
decisions, identity, and the conflict of creative and academic.
“Insightful...hilarious.”  - The List
“Andrew White’s not to be missed.”  - Daily Record

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 04/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Following her Best Newcomer nominated debut, the winner of Amused Moose 
National New Comic 2018 and So You Think You’re Funny? 2017 returns with 
a show that asks why we’re always looking for someone to hold responsible.  
Whether it’s politics, relationships or a holiday to Florida in the 90s that went 
horribly wrong, sometimes things just bloody happen. This is a preview 
performance.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 04/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
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The musical, satirical, singing, comedy cabaret act! Brace yourselves for a very 
special event of musical frivolity, as this fabulous all female duo unleash upon 
you their zany mix of comedy and stunning harmonies, all set to music we  
know and love! An act unlike any other, where Opera meets West End and topical 
and irreverent humour abounds, their incredible vocals and musicianship are 
guaranteed to make you leave wanting more. Put simply, a class act – utterly 
loveable. Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

Going South 

Deckchairs by Jean McConnell

Creaction Theatre Company present work by a playwright noted for a keen-eyed 
view of human nature and its foibles and fancies, Jean McConnell. Her series of 
playlets entitled Deckchairs has been written for two female actors and Jules 
Hall and Audrey Hofmeyr have selected four  that have surprising twists and 

ra e sometimes humorous, sometimes touching.

LOCATION:  Clandon Wood Natural Burial Reserve
   DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm

BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

MUSICAL COMEDY

ADVERT

Late Night Shorts

Yvonne Arnaud Art

Ever wished you could just hide under your desk at work? Or wondered what 
you would do if your plane was always over booked? Enter the world of Late 
Night Shorts where you can see three plays in half an hour including Desk Fort by 
Annette Storckman and Stuck by Scott Mullen – a perfect way to end a weekend  
evening. Performed by Guildburys Theatre Company. 
Over 18s only (Fridays &  Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

Guildford Arts’ 24th summer exhibition, Yvonne Arnaud Art in the Mill Studio
at Guildford’s Yvonne Arnaud Theatre is an exciting display of contemporary 
paintings, prints, photography, sculpture, ceramics and glasswork from local and 
nationally renowned artists. Why not call in and browse – all work is for sale, and 
on Saturdays there is also an opportunity to meet the Artist. There is a free art 
quiz for younger visitors to enjoy. Open Wednesday 3 July until Thursday 18 July,

 Monday-Saturday, 10am-6pm.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 10:30-11pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Mill Studio @ Yvonne Arnaud Theatre 
DATE & TIME: 06/07/2019, 10am-6pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 FREE FRINGE 

Mark Dolan: You’re Welcome!

TV‘s Mark Dolan is back with a brand new stand-up show for 2019, dealing with 
topics including fatherhood, marriage and the fact that he’s still buying 10p 
carrier bags from the supermarket. At last count, he had 11,000. Don’t miss this 
award-winning funnyman’s most outrageously hilarious show yet. 
“Consistently funny.”  The Independent
“Fantastic.”  Metro
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Gavin Thomas is a singer songwriter and acoustic guitar player. He performs his 
one-man show, under the name of Gavin & his Guitar,  in and around Guildford 
with performances predominantly made up of acoustic covers. Gavin is a very 
popular, local musician and rightly so. He does an awful lot for the local arts scene 
and Guildford is lucky to have him. Come and add some ideas to his request 
book. Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

Gavin Thomas: Acoustic Request Night

LOCATION: The Britannia Pub
 DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 8:30-11pm

BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com 01483 361101 FREE FRINGE 
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COMEDY
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COMEDY
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Rob Johnston is one of the very best acoustic guitar players around. His brilliant 
picking and plectrum style is influenced by numerous genres including roots, 
world and classical music. Rob also uses looping effects to add intricate layers 
of melody and guitar percussion to his instrumental pieces and his subtle and 
poetic songs. “Staggering playing…He is a mighty, mighty fine player.”  - BBC 
Southern Counties Radio

LOCATION: Cobbstar Bar
DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019,, 8:30-10:30pm 
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Rob Johnston in ConcertTALK

5
 July

LIVE MUSIC

EXHIBITION 6
 July

10

COMEDY



LOCATION: The Mill Studio @ Yvonne Arnaud Theatre 
DATE & TIME: 03/07/2019, 10am-6pm 
BOOKING: FREE FRINGE

Yvonne Arnaud Art 

Modern Aged Middle Life - Live Podcast

Emily Baum and Graham Jarvis are comedy writers befuddled by modern life 
whilst facing middle age. They now bring their successful podcast on the road 
for the summer of 2019. Join them and shape the next podcast in this interactive 
and funny view of Modern Aged Middle Life.

Guildford Arts’ 24th summer exhibition, Yvonne Arnaud Art in the Mill Studio 
at Guildford’s Yvonne Arnaud Theatre is an exciting display of contemporary 
paintings, prints, photography, sculpture, ceramics and glasswork from local and 
nationally renowned artists. Why not call in and browse – all work is for sale, and 
on Saturdays there is also an opportunity to meet the Artist. There is a free art 
quiz for younger visitors to enjoy. Open Wednesday 3 July until Thursday 18 
July, Monday-Saturday, 10am-6pm.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 03/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

EXHIBITION

LIVE PODCAST

Matt Pinches is Co-Founder of Guildford Shakespeare Company, one of Surrey’s 
largest producing theatre companies. This summer their open-air season features 
two of the Bard’s biggest roisterers: Toby Belch and John Falstaff. This light-
hearted, ‘in-conversation-style’ evening will take us through their fascination 
with beer, wine and ‘canary’, whilst also exploring the notorious Friday Street 
Club, Shakespeare’s own relationship with the booze, and the all-important 
Elizabethan hangover cures.

LOCATION: Cobbstar Bar
DATE & TIME: 03/07/2019, 8-9pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

Javier is boring. Dull, uninteresting and sparks zero joy – and he’s absolutely fine 
with that. A (yawn) comedy show about the brilliance of boring and the benefits 
to be found once you stop trying to shine. Aside from being terribly boring, Javier 
is a well known act in his native New Zealand and headlines gigs across the UK 
and Europe. Before coming to the UK in 2010 Javier spent four years working as a 
professional comedian in New Zealand.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 03/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Javier Jarquin: Boring A.F.SPOKEN WORD

A Bard Of Ale by Matt PinchesTALK

 July

Movie and a Meal: The Imitation Game 

Based on the real life story of legendary cryptanalyst Alan Turing, the film 
portrays the nail-biting race against time by Turing and his brilliant team of code-
breakers at Britain’s top-secret Government Code and Cypher School at Bletchley 
Park, during the darkest days of World War II. The ticket includes Bangers and Mash 
(vegetarian option available) with onion gravy.

LOCATION: The Keep Pub
DATE & TIME: 04/07/2019, 7-10pm, Dinner 7-8pm,  Film Starts at 8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

Alan Bennett: Two One Act Plays

Maisie Adam: Hang Fire

Creaction Theatre Company present two of Alan Bennett’s one act plays. A Bed 
Among the Lentils, from his Talking Heads is about Susan, the frustrated and 
nervous vicar’s wife with a taste for communion wine and other pleasures. The 
second play is Say Something Happened, in which eager but green June is 
despatched by the Council to register elderly people. Mam and Dad are elderly 
but the able-bodied, street-wise couple have no intention of being registered. 

LOCATION: Clandon Wood Natural Burial Reserve
DATE & TIME: 04/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

Andrew White: Retirement Tour

At 19 years old, is this Andrew White’s last hurrah? Maybe a practical university 
degree is the best option. Should he keep slogging it out on the comedy circuit? 
Or can he bear to leave it all behind? A stand-up comedy show about making 
decisions, identity, and the conflict of creative and academic.
“Insightful...hilarious.”  - The List
“Andrew White’s not to be missed.”  - Daily Record

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 04/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Following her Best Newcomer nominated debut, the winner of Amused Moose 
National New Comic 2018 and So You Think You’re Funny? 2017 returns with 
a show that asks why we’re always looking for someone to hold responsible.  
Whether it’s politics, relationships or a holiday to Florida in the 90s that went 
horribly wrong, sometimes things just bloody happen. This is a preview 
performance.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 04/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
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The musical, satirical, singing, comedy cabaret act! Brace yourselves for a very 
special event of musical frivolity, as this fabulous all female duo unleash upon 
you their zany mix of comedy and stunning harmonies, all set to music we  
know and love! An act unlike any other, where Opera meets West End and topical 
and irreverent humour abounds, their incredible vocals and musicianship are 
guaranteed to make you leave wanting more. Put simply, a class act – utterly 
loveable. Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

Going South 

Deckchairs by Jean McConnell

Creaction Theatre Company present work by a playwright noted for a keen-eyed 
view of human nature and its foibles and fancies, Jean McConnell. Her series of 
playlets entitled Deckchairs has been written for two female actors and Jules 
Hall and Audrey Hofmeyr have selected four  that have surprising twists and 

ra e sometimes humorous, sometimes touching.

LOCATION:  Clandon Wood Natural Burial Reserve
   DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm

BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

MUSICAL COMEDY

ADVERT

Late Night Shorts

Yvonne Arnaud Art

Ever wished you could just hide under your desk at work? Or wondered what 
you would do if your plane was always over booked? Enter the world of Late 
Night Shorts where you can see three plays in half an hour including Desk Fort by 
Annette Storckman and Stuck by Scott Mullen – a perfect way to end a weekend  
evening. Performed by Guildburys Theatre Company. 
Over 18s only (Fridays &  Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

Guildford Arts’ 24th summer exhibition, Yvonne Arnaud Art in the Mill Studio
at Guildford’s Yvonne Arnaud Theatre is an exciting display of contemporary 
paintings, prints, photography, sculpture, ceramics and glasswork from local and 
nationally renowned artists. Why not call in and browse – all work is for sale, and 
on Saturdays there is also an opportunity to meet the Artist. There is a free art 
quiz for younger visitors to enjoy. Open Wednesday 3 July until Thursday 18 July,

 Monday-Saturday, 10am-6pm.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 10:30-11pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Mill Studio @ Yvonne Arnaud Theatre 
DATE & TIME: 06/07/2019, 10am-6pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 FREE FRINGE 

Mark Dolan: You’re Welcome!

TV‘s Mark Dolan is back with a brand new stand-up show for 2019, dealing with 
topics including fatherhood, marriage and the fact that he’s still buying 10p 
carrier bags from the supermarket. At last count, he had 11,000. Don’t miss this 
award-winning funnyman’s most outrageously hilarious show yet. 
“Consistently funny.”  The Independent
“Fantastic.”  Metro
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Gavin Thomas is a singer songwriter and acoustic guitar player. He performs his 
one-man show, under the name of Gavin & his Guitar,  in and around Guildford 
with performances predominantly made up of acoustic covers. Gavin is a very 
popular, local musician and rightly so. He does an awful lot for the local arts scene 
and Guildford is lucky to have him. Come and add some ideas to his request 
book. Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

Gavin Thomas: Acoustic Request Night

LOCATION: The Britannia Pub
 DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 8:30-11pm

BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com 01483 361101 FREE FRINGE 
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Rob Johnston is one of the very best acoustic guitar players around. His brilliant 
picking and plectrum style is influenced by numerous genres including roots, 
world and classical music. Rob also uses looping effects to add intricate layers 
of melody and guitar percussion to his instrumental pieces and his subtle and 
poetic songs. “Staggering playing…He is a mighty, mighty fine player.”  - BBC 
Southern Counties Radio

LOCATION: Cobbstar Bar
DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019,, 8:30-10:30pm 
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Rob Johnston in ConcertTALK

5
 July

LIVE MUSIC

EXHIBITION 6
 July

04/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
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The musical, satirical, singing, comedy cabaret act! Brace yourselves for a very 
special event of musical frivolity, as this fabulous all female duo unleash upon 
you their zany mix of comedy and stunning harmonies, all set to music we  
know and love! An act unlike any other, where Opera meets West End and topical 
and irreverent humour abounds, their incredible vocals and musicianship are 
guaranteed to make you leave wanting more. Put simply, a class act – utterly 
loveable. Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

Going South 

Deckchairs by Jean McConnell

Creaction Theatre Company present work by a playwright noted for a keen-eyed 
view of human nature and its foibles and fancies, Jean McConnell. Her series of 
playlets entitled Deckchairs has been written for two female actors and Jules 
Hall and Audrey Hofmeyr have selected four  that have surprising twists and 

ra e sometimes humorous, sometimes touching.

LOCATION:  Clandon Wood Natural Burial Reserve
   DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm

BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

MUSICAL COMEDY

ADVERT

Late Night Shorts

Yvonne Arnaud Art

Ever wished you could just hide under your desk at work? Or wondered what 
you would do if your plane was always over booked? Enter the world of Late 
Night Shorts where you can see three plays in half an hour including Desk Fort by 
Annette Storckman and Stuck by Scott Mullen – a perfect way to end a weekend  
evening. Performed by Guildburys Theatre Company. 
Over 18s only (Fridays &  Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

Guildford Arts’ 24th summer exhibition, Yvonne Arnaud Art in the Mill Studio
at Guildford’s Yvonne Arnaud Theatre is an exciting display of contemporary 
paintings, prints, photography, sculpture, ceramics and glasswork from local and 
nationally renowned artists. Why not call in and browse – all work is for sale, and 
on Saturdays there is also an opportunity to meet the Artist. There is a free art 
quiz for younger visitors to enjoy. Open Wednesday 3 July until Thursday 18 July,

 Monday-Saturday, 10am-6pm.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 10:30-11pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Mill Studio @ Yvonne Arnaud Theatre 
DATE & TIME: 06/07/2019, 10am-6pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 FREE FRINGE 

Mark Dolan: You’re Welcome!

TV‘s Mark Dolan is back with a brand new stand-up show for 2019, dealing with 
topics including fatherhood, marriage and the fact that he’s still buying 10p 
carrier bags from the supermarket. At last count, he had 11,000. Don’t miss this 
award-winning funnyman’s most outrageously hilarious show yet. 
“Consistently funny.”  The Independent
“Fantastic.”  Metro
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Gavin Thomas is a singer songwriter and acoustic guitar player. He performs his 
one-man show, under the name of Gavin & his Guitar,  in and around Guildford 
with performances predominantly made up of acoustic covers. Gavin is a very 
popular, local musician and rightly so. He does an awful lot for the local arts scene 
and Guildford is lucky to have him. Come and add some ideas to his request 
book. Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

Gavin Thomas: Acoustic Request Night

LOCATION: The Britannia Pub
 DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 8:30-11pm

BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com 01483 361101 FREE FRINGE 
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Rob Johnston is one of the very best acoustic guitar players around. His brilliant 
picking and plectrum style is influenced by numerous genres including roots, 
world and classical music. Rob also uses looping effects to add intricate layers 
of melody and guitar percussion to his instrumental pieces and his subtle and 
poetic songs. “Staggering playing…He is a mighty, mighty fine player.”  - BBC 
Southern Counties Radio

LOCATION: Cobbstar Bar
DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019,, 8:30-10:30pm 
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Rob Johnston in ConcertTALK

5
 July

LIVE MUSIC

EXHIBITION 6
 July

LOCATION: The Mill Studio @ Yvonne Arnaud Theatre 
DATE & TIME: 03/07/2019, 10am-6pm 
BOOKING: FREE FRINGE

Yvonne Arnaud Art 

Modern Aged Middle Life - Live Podcast

Emily Baum and Graham Jarvis are comedy writers befuddled by modern life 
whilst facing middle age. They now bring their successful podcast on the road 
for the summer of 2019. Join them and shape the next podcast in this interactive 
and funny view of Modern Aged Middle Life.

Guildford Arts’ 24th summer exhibition, Yvonne Arnaud Art in the Mill Studio 
at Guildford’s Yvonne Arnaud Theatre is an exciting display of contemporary 
paintings, prints, photography, sculpture, ceramics and glasswork from local and 
nationally renowned artists. Why not call in and browse – all work is for sale, and 
on Saturdays there is also an opportunity to meet the Artist. There is a free art 
quiz for younger visitors to enjoy. Open Wednesday 3 July until Thursday 18 
July, Monday-Saturday, 10am-6pm.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 03/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

EXHIBITION

LIVE PODCAST

Matt Pinches is Co-Founder of Guildford Shakespeare Company, one of Surrey’s 
largest producing theatre companies. This summer their open-air season features 
two of the Bard’s biggest roisterers: Toby Belch and John Falstaff. This light-
hearted, ‘in-conversation-style’ evening will take us through their fascination 
with beer, wine and ‘canary’, whilst also exploring the notorious Friday Street 
Club, Shakespeare’s own relationship with the booze, and the all-important 
Elizabethan hangover cures.

LOCATION: Cobbstar Bar
DATE & TIME: 03/07/2019, 8-9pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

Javier is boring. Dull, uninteresting and sparks zero joy – and he’s absolutely fine 
with that. A (yawn) comedy show about the brilliance of boring and the benefits 
to be found once you stop trying to shine. Aside from being terribly boring, Javier 
is a well known act in his native New Zealand and headlines gigs across the UK 
and Europe. Before coming to the UK in 2010 Javier spent four years working as a 
professional comedian in New Zealand.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 03/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Javier Jarquin: Boring A.F.SPOKEN WORD

A Bard Of Ale by Matt PinchesTALK

 July

Movie and a Meal: The Imitation Game 

Based on the real life story of legendary cryptanalyst Alan Turing, the film 
portrays the nail-biting race against time by Turing and his brilliant team of code-
breakers at Britain’s top-secret Government Code and Cypher School at Bletchley 
Park, during the darkest days of World War II. The ticket includes Bangers and Mash 
(vegetarian option available) with onion gravy.

LOCATION: The Keep Pub
DATE & TIME: 04/07/2019, 7-10pm, Dinner 7-8pm,  Film Starts at 8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

Alan Bennett: Two One Act Plays

Maisie Adam: Hang Fire

Creaction Theatre Company present two of Alan Bennett’s one act plays. A Bed 
Among the Lentils, from his Talking Heads is about Susan, the frustrated and 
nervous vicar’s wife with a taste for communion wine and other pleasures. The 
second play is Say Something Happened, in which eager but green June is 
despatched by the Council to register elderly people. Mam and Dad are elderly 
but the able-bodied, street-wise couple have no intention of being registered. 

LOCATION: Clandon Wood Natural Burial Reserve
DATE & TIME: 04/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

Andrew White: Retirement Tour

At 19 years old, is this Andrew White’s last hurrah? Maybe a practical university 
degree is the best option. Should he keep slogging it out on the comedy circuit? 
Or can he bear to leave it all behind? A stand-up comedy show about making 
decisions, identity, and the conflict of creative and academic.
“Insightful...hilarious.”  - The List
“Andrew White’s not to be missed.”  - Daily Record

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 04/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Following her Best Newcomer nominated debut, the winner of Amused Moose 
National New Comic 2018 and So You Think You’re Funny? 2017 returns with 
a show that asks why we’re always looking for someone to hold responsible.  
Whether it’s politics, relationships or a holiday to Florida in the 90s that went 
horribly wrong, sometimes things just bloody happen. This is a preview 
performance.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 04/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
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The musical, satirical, singing, comedy cabaret act! Brace yourselves for a very 
special event of musical frivolity, as this fabulous all female duo unleash upon 
you their zany mix of comedy and stunning harmonies, all set to music we  
know and love! An act unlike any other, where Opera meets West End and topical 
and irreverent humour abounds, their incredible vocals and musicianship are 
guaranteed to make you leave wanting more. Put simply, a class act – utterly 
loveable. Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

Going South 

Deckchairs by Jean McConnell

Creaction Theatre Company present work by a playwright noted for a keen-eyed 
view of human nature and its foibles and fancies, Jean McConnell. Her series of 
playlets entitled Deckchairs has been written for two female actors and Jules 
Hall and Audrey Hofmeyr have selected four  that have surprising twists and 

ra e sometimes humorous, sometimes touching.

LOCATION:  Clandon Wood Natural Burial Reserve
   DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm

BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

MUSICAL COMEDY

ADVERT

Late Night Shorts

Yvonne Arnaud Art

Ever wished you could just hide under your desk at work? Or wondered what 
you would do if your plane was always over booked? Enter the world of Late 
Night Shorts where you can see three plays in half an hour including Desk Fort by 
Annette Storckman and Stuck by Scott Mullen – a perfect way to end a weekend  
evening. Performed by Guildburys Theatre Company. 
Over 18s only (Fridays &  Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

Guildford Arts’ 24th summer exhibition, Yvonne Arnaud Art in the Mill Studio
at Guildford’s Yvonne Arnaud Theatre is an exciting display of contemporary 
paintings, prints, photography, sculpture, ceramics and glasswork from local and 
nationally renowned artists. Why not call in and browse – all work is for sale, and 
on Saturdays there is also an opportunity to meet the Artist. There is a free art 
quiz for younger visitors to enjoy. Open Wednesday 3 July until Thursday 18 July,

 Monday-Saturday, 10am-6pm.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 10:30-11pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Mill Studio @ Yvonne Arnaud Theatre 
DATE & TIME: 06/07/2019, 10am-6pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 FREE FRINGE 

Mark Dolan: You’re Welcome!

TV‘s Mark Dolan is back with a brand new stand-up show for 2019, dealing with 
topics including fatherhood, marriage and the fact that he’s still buying 10p 
carrier bags from the supermarket. At last count, he had 11,000. Don’t miss this 
award-winning funnyman’s most outrageously hilarious show yet. 
“Consistently funny.”  The Independent
“Fantastic.”  Metro
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Gavin Thomas is a singer songwriter and acoustic guitar player. He performs his 
one-man show, under the name of Gavin & his Guitar,  in and around Guildford 
with performances predominantly made up of acoustic covers. Gavin is a very 
popular, local musician and rightly so. He does an awful lot for the local arts scene 
and Guildford is lucky to have him. Come and add some ideas to his request 
book. Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

Gavin Thomas: Acoustic Request Night

LOCATION: The Britannia Pub
 DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019, 8:30-11pm

BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com 01483 361101 FREE FRINGE 
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Rob Johnston is one of the very best acoustic guitar players around. His brilliant 
picking and plectrum style is influenced by numerous genres including roots, 
world and classical music. Rob also uses looping effects to add intricate layers 
of melody and guitar percussion to his instrumental pieces and his subtle and 
poetic songs. “Staggering playing…He is a mighty, mighty fine player.”  - BBC 
Southern Counties Radio

LOCATION: Cobbstar Bar
DATE & TIME: 05/07/2019,, 8:30-10:30pm 
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Rob Johnston in ConcertTALK

5
 July

LIVE MUSIC

EXHIBITION 6
 July

LOCATION: The Mill Studio @ Yvonne Arnaud Theatre 
DATE & TIME: 03/07/2019, 10am-6pm 
BOOKING: FREE FRINGE

Yvonne Arnaud Art 

Modern Aged Middle Life - Live Podcast

Emily Baum and Graham Jarvis are comedy writers befuddled by modern life 
whilst facing middle age. They now bring their successful podcast on the road 
for the summer of 2019. Join them and shape the next podcast in this interactive 
and funny view of Modern Aged Middle Life.

Guildford Arts’ 24th summer exhibition, Yvonne Arnaud Art in the Mill Studio 
at Guildford’s Yvonne Arnaud Theatre is an exciting display of contemporary 
paintings, prints, photography, sculpture, ceramics and glasswork from local and 
nationally renowned artists. Why not call in and browse – all work is for sale, and 
on Saturdays there is also an opportunity to meet the Artist. There is a free art 
quiz for younger visitors to enjoy. Open Wednesday 3 July until Thursday 18 
July, Monday-Saturday, 10am-6pm.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 03/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

EXHIBITION

LIVE PODCAST

Matt Pinches is Co-Founder of Guildford Shakespeare Company, one of Surrey’s 
largest producing theatre companies. This summer their open-air season features 
two of the Bard’s biggest roisterers: Toby Belch and John Falstaff. This light-
hearted, ‘in-conversation-style’ evening will take us through their fascination 
with beer, wine and ‘canary’, whilst also exploring the notorious Friday Street 
Club, Shakespeare’s own relationship with the booze, and the all-important 
Elizabethan hangover cures.

LOCATION: Cobbstar Bar
DATE & TIME: 03/07/2019, 8-9pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

Javier is boring. Dull, uninteresting and sparks zero joy – and he’s absolutely fine 
with that. A (yawn) comedy show about the brilliance of boring and the benefits 
to be found once you stop trying to shine. Aside from being terribly boring, Javier 
is a well known act in his native New Zealand and headlines gigs across the UK 
and Europe. Before coming to the UK in 2010 Javier spent four years working as a 
professional comedian in New Zealand.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 03/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Javier Jarquin: Boring A.F.SPOKEN WORD

A Bard Of Ale by Matt PinchesTALK

 July

Movie and a Meal: The Imitation Game 

Based on the real life story of legendary cryptanalyst Alan Turing, the film 
portrays the nail-biting race against time by Turing and his brilliant team of code-
breakers at Britain’s top-secret Government Code and Cypher School at Bletchley 
Park, during the darkest days of World War II. The ticket includes Bangers and Mash 
(vegetarian option available) with onion gravy.

LOCATION: The Keep Pub
DATE & TIME: 04/07/2019, 7-10pm, Dinner 7-8pm,  Film Starts at 8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

Alan Bennett: Two One Act Plays

Maisie Adam: Hang Fire

Creaction Theatre Company present two of Alan Bennett’s one act plays. A Bed 
Among the Lentils, from his Talking Heads is about Susan, the frustrated and 
nervous vicar’s wife with a taste for communion wine and other pleasures. The 
second play is Say Something Happened, in which eager but green June is 
despatched by the Council to register elderly people. Mam and Dad are elderly 
but the able-bodied, street-wise couple have no intention of being registered. 

LOCATION: Clandon Wood Natural Burial Reserve
DATE & TIME: 04/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

Andrew White: Retirement Tour

At 19 years old, is this Andrew White’s last hurrah? Maybe a practical university 
degree is the best option. Should he keep slogging it out on the comedy circuit? 
Or can he bear to leave it all behind? A stand-up comedy show about making 
decisions, identity, and the conflict of creative and academic.
“Insightful...hilarious.”  - The List
“Andrew White’s not to be missed.”  - Daily Record

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 04/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Following her Best Newcomer nominated debut, the winner of Amused Moose 
National New Comic 2018 and So You Think You’re Funny? 2017 returns with 
a show that asks why we’re always looking for someone to hold responsible.  
Whether it’s politics, relationships or a holiday to Florida in the 90s that went 
horribly wrong, sometimes things just bloody happen. This is a preview 
performance.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 04/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
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Rock Choir Day 

Guildford’s fabulous Rock Choir are well known for their wonderful harmonies 
and amazing versions of the songs you know and love. Catch them out and 
about around the town as they share their joy of music. Rock Choir have been 
involved with Guildford Fringe Festival since day one and are a very welcome 
part of the Festival – this is always one of the highlights of the Fringe in Guildford.

LOCATION: Town Centre 
DATE & TIME: 06/07/2019, 11am-5pm
BOOKING: FREE FRINGE

The Dirty Carols: Without a Parachute

Join The Dirty Carols for an evening of ridiculous rudeness and heavenly 
harmonies (mostly). They welcome you into their metaphorical bosom to warm 
your cockles with their own funny, irreverent take on songs you know and love.
“These four women look so nice and yet they are filthy. Fortunately they are funny 
with it. I couldn’t recommend them more heartily.”  - Sandi Toksvig
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

LOCATION:The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 06/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

High School Shootical

Facing modern tragedy, youth violence and unstable gun laws, what can one do? 
Sing a song about it! From the minds that brought you An Incident Involving The 
Met Police comes High School Shootical; a DIY, coming of age story straight from 
the post-truth age. The timetable is final, the roles have been assigned (ish) and 
still nothing makes sense. Come expecting irresponsible parenting, catchy tunes 
and a personified coat in this provocative musical parody. This play contains adult 
language, references of a sexual nature and violence. Advised for 16+.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 06/07/2019, 2:30-3:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Robert Garnham: Spout

Spout is the brand new show from spoken word artist Robert Garnham. An hour 
of poems, whimsy and nonsense all about tea! Have you ever drunk tea? Would 
you like a cuppa? Then this is the show for you! Acclaimed as having one of the 
funniest one liners at the Edinburgh Fringe, Spout is sure to create a stir!

LOCATION: The Keep Pub (upstairs)
DATE & TIME: 06/07/2019, 8-9pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

FREE FRINGE

MUSICAL COMEDY

MUSICAL THEATRE

SPOKEN WORD

Late Night Shorts

Ever wished you could just hide under your desk at work? Or wondered what 
you would do if your plane was always over booked? Enter the world of Late 
Night Shorts where you can see three plays in half an hour including Desk Fort 
by Annette Storckman and Stuck by Scott Mullen - a perfect way to end a weekend 
evening. Performed by Guildburys Theatre Company. Over 18s only (Fridays & 
Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 06/07/2019, 10:30-11pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Laugh Island

Six sexy, sizzling and single improvisers head to Guildford Fringe for laughs 
and love in this year’s hottest show – Laugh Island. Through coupling up, the 
improvisers will attempt to make each other (and the audience) laugh through 
a series of games, all in an attempt to stay in the Laugh Island villa. A show of 
sketches, scenes, songs and suntans. Being funny was never so sexy! 
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn 
DATE & TIME: 06/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Annette Gregory: American Songbook

In its heyday Jazz music was the pop music of the 20’s to the 50’s. Annette will 
perform an intimate session from popular artist such as Frank Sinatra, Nat King 
Cole, Billie holiday, Julie London and many others. Come and tap your feet and 
enjoy some wonderful jazz.

LOCATION: Cobbstar Bar
DATE & TIME: 06/07/2019, 8:30-10:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LIVE MUSIC

THEATRE

Jim Campbell: Beef

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 07/07/2019, 5-6pm 
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

COMEDY

Award-nominated stand-up Jim Campbell descends from a Scottish clan so infamous 
they inspired Game of Thrones’ Red Wedding. They were not the good guys. Having 
inherited their fiery disposition, he needs to do something about it. Join him on his 
journey to inner peace, via complete and utter rage.

“Packed full of gags.” - Chortle.  
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funniest one liners at the Edinburgh Fringe, Spout is sure to create a stir!

LOCATION: The Keep Pub (upstairs)
DATE & TIME: 06/07/2019, 8-9pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
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Six sexy, sizzling and single improvisers head to Guildford Fringe for laughs 
and love in this year’s hottest show – Laugh Island. Through coupling up, the 
improvisers will attempt to make each other (and the audience) laugh through 
a series of games, all in an attempt to stay in the Laugh Island villa. A show of 
sketches, scenes, songs and suntans. Being funny was never so sexy! 
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn 
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Annette Gregory: American Songbook

In its heyday Jazz music was the pop music of the 20’s to the 50’s. Annette will 
perform an intimate session from popular artist such as Frank Sinatra, Nat King 
Cole, Billie holiday, Julie London and many others. Come and tap your feet and 
enjoy some wonderful jazz.
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Award-nominated stand-up Jim Campbell descends from a Scottish clan so infamous 
they inspired Game of Thrones’ Red Wedding. They were not the good guys. Having 
inherited their fiery disposition, he needs to do something about it. Join him on his 
journey to inner peace, via complete and utter rage.

“Packed full of gags.” - Chortle.  
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Nick Hall: Resume

Now facing his forties Nick has reached a bit of a crossroads in life. But is it time to 
re-brand or just carry on as he’s always done? Hilarious and inventive stand-up, as 
seen and heard on BBC2, BBC3 and BBC Radio 4, Nick is delighted to be coming 
back at the Guildford Fringe Festival.
“Brilliant.” - The Times
“Crackingly original.” - The List
“One not to miss.”  - The Skinny

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 07/07/2019, 7-8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Comedians With Books

Love comedy and/or books? Then join the finest UK stand-ups, who are also 
authors, as they bring you jokes and routines from shelf to stage. Hosted and 
curated by dazzlingly funny local comedian and author Paul Kerensa, you’ll leave 
with aching sides, possibly because you’re clutching books. Paul is joined by 
Miranda/Bluestone 42 writer James Cary, Comedy Store favourite Pierre Hollins, 
one-liner wizard Dan Evans discussing their books The Scared Art of Joking, The  
Karma Farmers, The Casebook of D.I. Snaith 

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 08/07/2019, 8-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

Ghosts in Greasepaint 

Triple C Theatre Company invite you to Ghosts in Greasepaint, the story of 
the Victorian Music Hall.  An evening of live music with Musical Director Peter 
Roberts on the piano, Julia Carey as the Narrator and Triple C’s exciting young 
company of musical theatre performers. The company will take a trip down the 
Strand, following the story of the Music Halls from their beginning in the pubs 
and clubs, to the Golden Age in the sumptuous Grand Palaces. Come have a 
drink, dress up if you like and enjoy the music!

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 08/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

8
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COMEDY

THEATRE

COMEDY

Three Times Tables: An Evening of New Theatre

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 09/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees
This new writing showcase presents three fresh-off-the-page mini-plays with 
one rule: three tables, and one twist. Featuring a host of local talent, it’s the 
brainchild of British Comedy Award-winning writer Paul Kerensa (Miranda, Not 
Going Out, TFI Friday).  Your writers Paul Brooks, Rosie Clarke, Penny Culliford and 
Paul Kerensa bring tales and tables crammed with asylum appeals, PTA events, 
a murder investigation and a wedding reception. Wait, that’s four... oh well, have 
one on us.

THEATRE

Aunty Glory’s Porny Story Hour  

Join comedian and burlesque artist, Glory Pearl, for a story time with a difference.
Inspired by the success of Fifty Shades of Grey, Glory has updated some of the 
classics of erotic fiction with hilarious results. And she’ll read them to you in her 
best Jackanory voice. It’s a little bit naughty and lot of fun. Lady Chatterley would 
be proud.Glory is returning to Guildford Fringe Festival for the 5th consecutive 
year and is certainly a Fringe Favourite!
Over 18’s only.

 

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 09/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

Adventures of a TripAdvisor Seaside Guest House Keeper 

A one woman show written and performed by Fiona Spreadborough. Barbara 
aspires to TripAdvisor super host status. She goes beyond the call of regular 
breakfast buffet and clean sheet requirements for her guests at "Quinta das 
Barbara" in the Algarve. Have the pressures overstretched her imagination, are 
celebrities hammering down her doorway for her hospitality? When guests 
enter do they ever leave? Is she recalling a dream that can’t ever be – or a 
nightmare that's a reality?

 

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 09/07/2019, 7:30pm-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

ADULT STORIES

THEATRE

Daniel Audritt: Trying to be Good

Award-winning comedian, writer and  co-creator of Comedy Central’s Modern Horror 
Stories, Daniel Audritt asks ‘what really makes us good?’ Having previously had jokes 
on shows like 8 Out of 10 Cats Does Countdown, Mock the Week, Comic Relief, 
The News Quiz, Dead Ringers, NewsJack and many more, the show will be
punchline-heavy but hopefully will make you question the line between right
 and wrong.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 09/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Sara Barron: Enemies Closer

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 10/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
2018 Edinburgh Comedy Awards Best Newcomer nominee, Sara returns to the 
Fringe following her 5* debut hour and two sell-out runs at London’s Soho 
Theatre. Her stunning new show examines kindness, meanness, ex-boyfriends, 
ex-girlfriends, current husbands, all four of her remaining friends, and two of 
her twelve enemies.This is a Work in Progress.
”An excellent line in cynicism about sex, life and friendship.” - Evening Standard
”Darkly humorous…smart… acerbic… endearingly charming…”  - Bust Magazine
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Movie and a Meal: The Lady Vanishes 

Danny Buckler: Three Tricks

Buffering

Buffering, when you’re waiting for life to load. Jenny and Pauline are stuck 
between young kids and elderly relatives. Buffering is their darkly funny take 
on the needs of kids, the needs of parents and the needs of wine (with the 
occasional peek out into the real world). If you wet yourself laughing, this is one 
show where they will definitely have wipes. As heard on Radio 4.

LOCATION: The Guildhall 
DATE & TIME: 10/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 10/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

www.GuildfordFringeFestival.com 18
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Jon Long: Planet-Killing Machine

Deckchairs by Jean McConnell

Creaction Theatre Company present work by a playwright noted for a keen-eyed 
view of human nature and its foibles and fancies, Jean McConnell. Her series of 
playlets entitled Deckchairs has been written for two female actors and Jules Hall 
and Audrey Hofmeyr have selected four that have su rprising twists and are   
sometimes humorous, sometimes touching.

Join Ben on an improvised comedy adventure as he creates wild stories, fairy 
tales, thrillers and romances all out of thin air. Featuring a supporting cast of 
thousands that live in his head, and the audience.
“A master of audience interaction.”  - The Huffington Post
“On flights of fancy, he pushes ideas to extremes and displays a crackling, 
spontaneous energy in which we’re swept up.” - Fest

Is it too late? Can we be saved? Do we seriously have to give up straws? Tonnes of 
big questions, and barely any answers from an award-winning comedy troubadour.
Musical Comedy Awards – Audience Favourite 2016.

delivered with laser-guided timing.” - Bruce Dessau, 
Beyond The Joke

 

LOCATION: Clandon Wood Natural Burial Reserve
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees  

LOCATION: The Guildhall 
DATE & TIME: 10/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees  

In Alfred Hitchcock’s most quick-witted and devilish comic thriller, the beautiful 
Margaret Lockwood, travelling across Europe by train, meets a charming spinster 
(Dame May Whitty), who then seems to disappear into thin air. The younger woman 
turns investigator and finds herself drawn into a complex web of mystery and high 
adventure. Also starring Michael Redgrave, The Lady Vanishes remains one of the 
great filmmaker’s purest delights. The ticket includes Chilli Con Carne or 5 bean 
Chilli (V) with rice and salad garnish.

LOCATION: The Keep Pub
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 7-10pm, Dinner 7-8pm, Film Starts at 8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees
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Ben Van der Velde: Fablemaker

Danny Buckler returns to Guildford Fringe with a unique show only he can deliver. 
A hilarious journey through the subconscious of a comedian who thinks he’s a 
magician...or a magician who thinks he’s a comedian. You may find out how the 
universe works. You may have your mind blown. You’ll definitely have a blast. 
“A Hancockian treasure.” - Russell Brand 
“Amazingly insightful commentary on the modern condition.” - The List  

“Clever gags and witty songs...

Got a very 
important date?  
Find a parking 
space fast with 

The Official 
Guildford App

DOWNLOAD FOR FREE! 
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A Night at the Musicals with Thomas Cameron 

Cally Beaton: Invisible

Benet Brandreth: A Hero For Our Times

Thomas Cameron is a Classic Brit Award nominated tenor, whose voice has been 
described as having ‘velvet-like qualities’. Performing the hits from the world 
of musical theatre, classical and contemporary music, Thomas has blown away 
audiences across the UK and Ireland. Join Thomas and his pianist for a breathtaking 
performance of his BBC featured debut album, including his first single Bring Him 
Home, the well-loved Moon River and some interpretations of the biggest hits from 
Coldplay, Paloma Faith and more!  “Already wowing the music world.”  - BBC One

Invisible is the new show from Cally Beaton (as seen on QI) – an unflinching, 
hilarious and unexpected insight into life at an age when the world ghosts you.
Cally tells the story of the time she nearly disappeared in Iceland – the country, 
not the shop.  She won’t go gentle into that good night. She might go mental. But 
she’ll never go gentle.

Slightly surreal and hugely funny, this is a story about how to cope with the 
absurdity of today’s world, find love at 43, put on a one-man show in New 
York and come to terms with all your spare ramekins. This is Brandreth with the

  
“Ridiculously funny, breathtakingly erudite. A glorious, hilarious story”  - The Scotsman.

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 8-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £15 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

MUSICALS AND OPERA

COMEDY

COMEDY

Alan Bennett: Two One Act Plays

Everything Wrong With You Is Beautiful

HarrowMan: Songs for the Head & the Heart

Konstantin Kisin: Orwell That Ends Well 

Poet Tina Sederholm knows she is an adult, but still feels like the problem child. As 
her father descends into Alzheimer’s, Tina tries to uncover the facts behind a family 
story that never rang true. But as she digs into the past, she discovers the truth 
is not always easy to define. 
“Stunning… A beautifully humbling and thoughtful storytelling experience dripping 
with hope, acceptance, and grounding self-mocker.”  - Three Weeks ★★★★★

Surrey based singer-songwriter and guitarist HarrowMan brings a unique blend 
of poetic lyricism, soaring vocals and intricate acoustic guitar to Guildford 
Fringe. Weaving captivating storytelling with evocative ballads, sharp social 
commentaries and humorous travelogues, HarrowMan has been delighting 
audiences across the South and beyond. From local market town ghost stories to 
the dusty vastness of Australia’s Northern Territory, these songs and stories offer 
a journey for both the head and the heart. An emerging songwriting talent not 
to be missed!

Konstantin Kisin, who made international headlines by refusing to sign a ‘safe 
space’ contract for a university gig, offers a fiercely intelligent, uncompromising 
look at free speech and ‘wokeness’ in his debut show. Packed full of strong gags, 
tales of rags-to-riches-back-to-rags and razor-sharp observations about the state 
of the world, Kisin’s comedy carefully tears into the sacred myths of modern 
society. This is a Work-In-Progress. Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this 
venue is a pub.

Creaction Theatre Company present two of Alan Bennett’s one act plays. A Bed 
Among the Lentils, from his Talking Heads is about Susan, the frustrated and 
nervous vicar’s wife with a taste for communion wine and other pleasures. The 
second play is Say Something Happened, in which eager but green June is 
despatched by the Council to register elderly people. Mam and Dad are elderly 
but the able-bodied, street-wise couple have no intention of being registered. 

LOCATION: The Keep Pub (upstairs)
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 8-9pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: Cobbstar Bar
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 8:30-10:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME:12/07/2019, 9-10pm 
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: Clandon Wood Natural Burial Reserve
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

THEATRE

SPOKEN WORD

LIVE MUSIC

COMEDY

12 
July

Matt Stellingwerf: Sisyphus

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm     
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
As punishment for his self-aggrandising craftiness and deceitfulness, Sisyphus 
was forced to roll an immense boulder up a hill only for it to roll down whenever 
it neared the top, consigning him to an eternity of useless efforts and unending 
frustration. From his worthless PhD, to his obsession with Wikipedia; from the 
pointless lies he tells, to the hubris of thinking he’s worth listening to in the first 
place, is there joy to be found in uselessness? Maybe… 
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

COMEDY

 sequel to his five-, sell-out one-man-show: The Brandreth Papers.
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Movie and a Meal: The Lady Vanishes 

Danny Buckler: Three Tricks

Buffering

Buffering, when you’re waiting for life to load. Jenny and Pauline are stuck 
between young kids and elderly relatives. Buffering is their darkly funny take 
on the needs of kids, the needs of parents and the needs of wine (with the 
occasional peek out into the real world). If you wet yourself laughing, this is one 
show where they will definitely have wipes. As heard on Radio 4.

LOCATION: The Guildhall 
DATE & TIME: 10/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 10/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

www.GuildfordFringeFestival.com 18

COMEDY

Jon Long: Planet-Killing Machine

Deckchairs by Jean McConnell

Creaction Theatre Company present work by a playwright noted for a keen-eyed 
view of human nature and its foibles and fancies, Jean McConnell. Her series of 
playlets entitled Deckchairs has been written for two female actors and Jules Hall 
and Audrey Hofmeyr have selected four that have su rprising twists and are   
sometimes humorous, sometimes touching.

Join Ben on an improvised comedy adventure as he creates wild stories, fairy 
tales, thrillers and romances all out of thin air. Featuring a supporting cast of 
thousands that live in his head, and the audience.
“A master of audience interaction.”  - The Huffington Post
“On flights of fancy, he pushes ideas to extremes and displays a crackling, 
spontaneous energy in which we’re swept up.” - Fest

Is it too late? Can we be saved? Do we seriously have to give up straws? Tonnes of 
big questions, and barely any answers from an award-winning comedy troubadour.
Musical Comedy Awards – Audience Favourite 2016.

delivered with laser-guided timing.” - Bruce Dessau, 
Beyond The Joke

 

LOCATION: Clandon Wood Natural Burial Reserve
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees  

LOCATION: The Guildhall 
DATE & TIME: 10/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees  

In Alfred Hitchcock’s most quick-witted and devilish comic thriller, the beautiful 
Margaret Lockwood, travelling across Europe by train, meets a charming spinster 
(Dame May Whitty), who then seems to disappear into thin air. The younger woman 
turns investigator and finds herself drawn into a complex web of mystery and high 
adventure. Also starring Michael Redgrave, The Lady Vanishes remains one of the 
great filmmaker’s purest delights. The ticket includes Chilli Con Carne or 5 bean 
Chilli (V) with rice and salad garnish.

LOCATION: The Keep Pub
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 7-10pm, Dinner 7-8pm, Film Starts at 8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

COMEDY

SPOKEN WORD

THEATRE

COMEDY

  

App
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July

Ben Van der Velde: Fablemaker

Danny Buckler returns to Guildford Fringe with a unique show only he can deliver. 
A hilarious journey through the subconscious of a comedian who thinks he’s a 
magician...or a magician who thinks he’s a comedian. You may find out how the 
universe works. You may have your mind blown. You’ll definitely have a blast. 
“A Hancockian treasure.” - Russell Brand 
“Amazingly insightful commentary on the modern condition.” - The List  

“Clever gags and witty songs...

Got a very 
important date?  
Find a parking 
space fast with 

The Official 
Guildford App

DOWNLOAD FOR FREE! 
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A Night at the Musicals with Thomas Cameron 

Cally Beaton: Invisible

Benet Brandreth: A Hero For Our Times

Thomas Cameron is a Classic Brit Award nominated tenor, whose voice has been 
described as having ‘velvet-like qualities’. Performing the hits from the world 
of musical theatre, classical and contemporary music, Thomas has blown away 
audiences across the UK and Ireland. Join Thomas and his pianist for a breathtaking 
performance of his BBC featured debut album, including his first single Bring Him 
Home, the well-loved Moon River and some interpretations of the biggest hits from 
Coldplay, Paloma Faith and more!  “Already wowing the music world.”  - BBC One

Invisible is the new show from Cally Beaton (as seen on QI) – an unflinching, 
hilarious and unexpected insight into life at an age when the world ghosts you.
Cally tells the story of the time she nearly disappeared in Iceland – the country, 
not the shop.  She won’t go gentle into that good night. She might go mental. But 
she’ll never go gentle.

Slightly surreal and hugely funny, this is a story about how to cope with the 
absurdity of today’s world, find love at 43, put on a one-man show in New 
York and come to terms with all your spare ramekins. This is Brandreth with the

  
“Ridiculously funny, breathtakingly erudite. A glorious, hilarious story”  - The Scotsman.

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 8-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £15 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

MUSICALS AND OPERA

COMEDY

COMEDY

Alan Bennett: Two One Act Plays

Everything Wrong With You Is Beautiful

HarrowMan: Songs for the Head & the Heart

Konstantin Kisin: Orwell That Ends Well 

Poet Tina Sederholm knows she is an adult, but still feels like the problem child. As 
her father descends into Alzheimer’s, Tina tries to uncover the facts behind a family 
story that never rang true. But as she digs into the past, she discovers the truth 
is not always easy to define. 
“Stunning… A beautifully humbling and thoughtful storytelling experience dripping 
with hope, acceptance, and grounding self-mocker.”  - Three Weeks ★★★★★

Surrey based singer-songwriter and guitarist HarrowMan brings a unique blend 
of poetic lyricism, soaring vocals and intricate acoustic guitar to Guildford 
Fringe. Weaving captivating storytelling with evocative ballads, sharp social 
commentaries and humorous travelogues, HarrowMan has been delighting 
audiences across the South and beyond. From local market town ghost stories to 
the dusty vastness of Australia’s Northern Territory, these songs and stories offer 
a journey for both the head and the heart. An emerging songwriting talent not 
to be missed!

Konstantin Kisin, who made international headlines by refusing to sign a ‘safe 
space’ contract for a university gig, offers a fiercely intelligent, uncompromising 
look at free speech and ‘wokeness’ in his debut show. Packed full of strong gags, 
tales of rags-to-riches-back-to-rags and razor-sharp observations about the state 
of the world, Kisin’s comedy carefully tears into the sacred myths of modern 
society. This is a Work-In-Progress. Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this 
venue is a pub.

Creaction Theatre Company present two of Alan Bennett’s one act plays. A Bed 
Among the Lentils, from his Talking Heads is about Susan, the frustrated and 
nervous vicar’s wife with a taste for communion wine and other pleasures. The 
second play is Say Something Happened, in which eager but green June is 
despatched by the Council to register elderly people. Mam and Dad are elderly 
but the able-bodied, street-wise couple have no intention of being registered. 

LOCATION: The Keep Pub (upstairs)
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 8-9pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: Cobbstar Bar
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 8:30-10:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME:12/07/2019, 9-10pm 
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: Clandon Wood Natural Burial Reserve
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

THEATRE

SPOKEN WORD

LIVE MUSIC

COMEDY

12 
July

Matt Stellingwerf: Sisyphus

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm     
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
As punishment for his self-aggrandising craftiness and deceitfulness, Sisyphus 
was forced to roll an immense boulder up a hill only for it to roll down whenever 
it neared the top, consigning him to an eternity of useless efforts and unending 
frustration. From his worthless PhD, to his obsession with Wikipedia; from the 
pointless lies he tells, to the hubris of thinking he’s worth listening to in the first 
place, is there joy to be found in uselessness? Maybe… 
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

COMEDY

 sequel to his five-, sell-out one-man-show: The Brandreth Papers.

DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
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A Night at the Musicals with Thomas Cameron 

Cally Beaton: Invisible

Benet Brandreth: A Hero For Our Times

Thomas Cameron is a Classic Brit Award nominated tenor, whose voice has been 
described as having ‘velvet-like qualities’. Performing the hits from the world 
of musical theatre, classical and contemporary music, Thomas has blown away 
audiences across the UK and Ireland. Join Thomas and his pianist for a breathtaking 
performance of his BBC featured debut album, including his first single Bring Him 
Home, the well-loved Moon River and some interpretations of the biggest hits from 
Coldplay, Paloma Faith and more!  “Already wowing the music world.”  - BBC One

Invisible is the new show from Cally Beaton (as seen on QI) – an unflinching, 
hilarious and unexpected insight into life at an age when the world ghosts you.
Cally tells the story of the time she nearly disappeared in Iceland – the country, 
not the shop.  She won’t go gentle into that good night. She might go mental. But 
she’ll never go gentle.

Slightly surreal and hugely funny, this is a story about how to cope with the 
absurdity of today’s world, find love at 43, put on a one-man show in New 
York and come to terms with all your spare ramekins. This is Brandreth with the

  
“Ridiculously funny, breathtakingly erudite. A glorious, hilarious story”  - The Scotsman.

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 8-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £15 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

MUSICALS AND OPERA

COMEDY

COMEDY

Alan Bennett: Two One Act Plays

Everything Wrong With You Is Beautiful

HarrowMan: Songs for the Head & the Heart

Konstantin Kisin: Orwell That Ends Well 

Poet Tina Sederholm knows she is an adult, but still feels like the problem child. As 
her father descends into Alzheimer’s, Tina tries to uncover the facts behind a family 
story that never rang true. But as she digs into the past, she discovers the truth 
is not always easy to define. 
“Stunning… A beautifully humbling and thoughtful storytelling experience dripping 
with hope, acceptance, and grounding self-mocker.”  - Three Weeks ★★★★★

Surrey based singer-songwriter and guitarist HarrowMan brings a unique blend 
of poetic lyricism, soaring vocals and intricate acoustic guitar to Guildford 
Fringe. Weaving captivating storytelling with evocative ballads, sharp social 
commentaries and humorous travelogues, HarrowMan has been delighting 
audiences across the South and beyond. From local market town ghost stories to 
the dusty vastness of Australia’s Northern Territory, these songs and stories offer 
a journey for both the head and the heart. An emerging songwriting talent not 
to be missed!

Konstantin Kisin, who made international headlines by refusing to sign a ‘safe 
space’ contract for a university gig, offers a fiercely intelligent, uncompromising 
look at free speech and ‘wokeness’ in his debut show. Packed full of strong gags, 
tales of rags-to-riches-back-to-rags and razor-sharp observations about the state 
of the world, Kisin’s comedy carefully tears into the sacred myths of modern 
society. This is a Work-In-Progress. Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this 
venue is a pub.

Creaction Theatre Company present two of Alan Bennett’s one act plays. A Bed 
Among the Lentils, from his Talking Heads is about Susan, the frustrated and 
nervous vicar’s wife with a taste for communion wine and other pleasures. The 
second play is Say Something Happened, in which eager but green June is 
despatched by the Council to register elderly people. Mam and Dad are elderly 
but the able-bodied, street-wise couple have no intention of being registered. 

LOCATION: The Keep Pub (upstairs)
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 8-9pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: Cobbstar Bar
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 8:30-10:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME:12/07/2019, 9-10pm 
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: Clandon Wood Natural Burial Reserve
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

THEATRE

SPOKEN WORD

LIVE MUSIC

COMEDY

12 
July

Matt Stellingwerf: Sisyphus

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm     
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
As punishment for his self-aggrandising craftiness and deceitfulness, Sisyphus 
was forced to roll an immense boulder up a hill only for it to roll down whenever 
it neared the top, consigning him to an eternity of useless efforts and unending 
frustration. From his worthless PhD, to his obsession with Wikipedia; from the 
pointless lies he tells, to the hubris of thinking he’s worth listening to in the first 
place, is there joy to be found in uselessness? Maybe… 
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

COMEDY

 sequel to his five-, sell-out one-man-show: The Brandreth Papers.

Nick Hall: Resume

Now facing his forties Nick has reached a bit of a crossroads in life. But is it time to 
re-brand or just carry on as he’s always done? Hilarious and inventive stand-up, as 
seen and heard on BBC2, BBC3 and BBC Radio 4, Nick is delighted to be coming 
back at the Guildford Fringe Festival.
“Brilliant.” - The Times
“Crackingly original.” - The List
“One not to miss.”  - The Skinny

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 07/07/2019, 7-8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Comedians With Books

Love comedy and/or books? Then join the finest UK stand-ups, who are also 
authors, as they bring you jokes and routines from shelf to stage. Hosted and 
curated by dazzlingly funny local comedian and author Paul Kerensa, you’ll leave 
with aching sides, possibly because you’re clutching books. Paul is joined by 
Miranda/Bluestone 42 writer James Cary, Comedy Store favourite Pierre Hollins, 
one-liner wizard Dan Evans discussing their books The Scared Art of Joking, The  
Karma Farmers, The Casebook of D.I. Snaith 

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 08/07/2019, 8-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

Ghosts in Greasepaint 

Triple C Theatre Company invite you to Ghosts in Greasepaint, the story of 
the Victorian Music Hall.  An evening of live music with Musical Director Peter 
Roberts on the piano, Julia Carey as the Narrator and Triple C’s exciting young 
company of musical theatre performers. The company will take a trip down the 
Strand, following the story of the Music Halls from their beginning in the pubs 
and clubs, to the Golden Age in the sumptuous Grand Palaces. Come have a 
drink, dress up if you like and enjoy the music!

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 08/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

8
July

COMEDY

THEATRE

COMEDY

Three Times Tables: An Evening of New Theatre

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 09/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees
This new writing showcase presents three fresh-off-the-page mini-plays with 
one rule: three tables, and one twist. Featuring a host of local talent, it’s the 
brainchild of British Comedy Award-winning writer Paul Kerensa (Miranda, Not 
Going Out, TFI Friday).  Your writers Paul Brooks, Rosie Clarke, Penny Culliford and 
Paul Kerensa bring tales and tables crammed with asylum appeals, PTA events, 
a murder investigation and a wedding reception. Wait, that’s four... oh well, have 
one on us.

THEATRE

Aunty Glory’s Porny Story Hour  

Join comedian and burlesque artist, Glory Pearl, for a story time with a difference.
Inspired by the success of Fifty Shades of Grey, Glory has updated some of the 
classics of erotic fiction with hilarious results. And she’ll read them to you in her 
best Jackanory voice. It’s a little bit naughty and lot of fun. Lady Chatterley would 
be proud.Glory is returning to Guildford Fringe Festival for the 5th consecutive 
year and is certainly a Fringe Favourite!
Over 18’s only.

 

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 09/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

Adventures of a TripAdvisor Seaside Guest House Keeper 

A one woman show written and performed by Fiona Spreadborough. Barbara 
aspires to TripAdvisor super host status. She goes beyond the call of regular 
breakfast buffet and clean sheet requirements for her guests at "Quinta das 
Barbara" in the Algarve. Have the pressures overstretched her imagination, are 
celebrities hammering down her doorway for her hospitality? When guests 
enter do they ever leave? Is she recalling a dream that can’t ever be – or a 
nightmare that's a reality?

 

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 09/07/2019, 7:30pm-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

ADULT STORIES

THEATRE

Daniel Audritt: Trying to be Good

Award-winning comedian, writer and  co-creator of Comedy Central’s Modern Horror 
Stories, Daniel Audritt asks ‘what really makes us good?’ Having previously had jokes 
on shows like 8 Out of 10 Cats Does Countdown, Mock the Week, Comic Relief, 
The News Quiz, Dead Ringers, NewsJack and many more, the show will be
punchline-heavy but hopefully will make you question the line between right
 and wrong.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 09/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Sara Barron: Enemies Closer

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 10/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
2018 Edinburgh Comedy Awards Best Newcomer nominee, Sara returns to the 
Fringe following her 5* debut hour and two sell-out runs at London’s Soho 
Theatre. Her stunning new show examines kindness, meanness, ex-boyfriends, 
ex-girlfriends, current husbands, all four of her remaining friends, and two of 
her twelve enemies.This is a Work in Progress.
”An excellent line in cynicism about sex, life and friendship.” - Evening Standard
”Darkly humorous…smart… acerbic… endearingly charming…”  - Bust Magazine

 

COMEDY

COMEDY
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and Noah’s Car Park Ark.
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Movie and a Meal: The Lady Vanishes 

Danny Buckler: Three Tricks

Buffering

Buffering, when you’re waiting for life to load. Jenny and Pauline are stuck 
between young kids and elderly relatives. Buffering is their darkly funny take 
on the needs of kids, the needs of parents and the needs of wine (with the 
occasional peek out into the real world). If you wet yourself laughing, this is one 
show where they will definitely have wipes. As heard on Radio 4.

LOCATION: The Guildhall 
DATE & TIME: 10/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 10/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
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COMEDY

Jon Long: Planet-Killing Machine

Deckchairs by Jean McConnell

Creaction Theatre Company present work by a playwright noted for a keen-eyed 
view of human nature and its foibles and fancies, Jean McConnell. Her series of 
playlets entitled Deckchairs has been written for two female actors and Jules Hall 
and Audrey Hofmeyr have selected four that have su rprising twists and are   
sometimes humorous, sometimes touching.

Join Ben on an improvised comedy adventure as he creates wild stories, fairy 
tales, thrillers and romances all out of thin air. Featuring a supporting cast of 
thousands that live in his head, and the audience.
“A master of audience interaction.”  - The Huffington Post
“On flights of fancy, he pushes ideas to extremes and displays a crackling, 
spontaneous energy in which we’re swept up.” - Fest

Is it too late? Can we be saved? Do we seriously have to give up straws? Tonnes of 
big questions, and barely any answers from an award-winning comedy troubadour.
Musical Comedy Awards – Audience Favourite 2016.

delivered with laser-guided timing.” - Bruce Dessau, 
Beyond The Joke

 

LOCATION: Clandon Wood Natural Burial Reserve
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees  

LOCATION: The Guildhall 
DATE & TIME: 10/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees  

In Alfred Hitchcock’s most quick-witted and devilish comic thriller, the beautiful 
Margaret Lockwood, travelling across Europe by train, meets a charming spinster 
(Dame May Whitty), who then seems to disappear into thin air. The younger woman 
turns investigator and finds herself drawn into a complex web of mystery and high 
adventure. Also starring Michael Redgrave, The Lady Vanishes remains one of the 
great filmmaker’s purest delights. The ticket includes Chilli Con Carne or 5 bean 
Chilli (V) with rice and salad garnish.

LOCATION: The Keep Pub
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 7-10pm, Dinner 7-8pm, Film Starts at 8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

COMEDY

SPOKEN WORD

THEATRE

COMEDY

  

App

DOWNLOAD FOR FREE! 

COMEDY

FILM 11 
July

Ben Van der Velde: Fablemaker

Danny Buckler returns to Guildford Fringe with a unique show only he can deliver. 
A hilarious journey through the subconscious of a comedian who thinks he’s a 
magician...or a magician who thinks he’s a comedian. You may find out how the 
universe works. You may have your mind blown. You’ll definitely have a blast. 
“A Hancockian treasure.” - Russell Brand 
“Amazingly insightful commentary on the modern condition.” - The List  

“Clever gags and witty songs...
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A Night at the Musicals with Thomas Cameron 

Cally Beaton: Invisible

Benet Brandreth: A Hero For Our Times

Thomas Cameron is a Classic Brit Award nominated tenor, whose voice has been 
described as having ‘velvet-like qualities’. Performing the hits from the world 
of musical theatre, classical and contemporary music, Thomas has blown away 
audiences across the UK and Ireland. Join Thomas and his pianist for a breathtaking 
performance of his BBC featured debut album, including his first single Bring Him 
Home, the well-loved Moon River and some interpretations of the biggest hits from 
Coldplay, Paloma Faith and more!  “Already wowing the music world.”  - BBC One

Invisible is the new show from Cally Beaton (as seen on QI) – an unflinching, 
hilarious and unexpected insight into life at an age when the world ghosts you.
Cally tells the story of the time she nearly disappeared in Iceland – the country, 
not the shop.  She won’t go gentle into that good night. She might go mental. But 
she’ll never go gentle.

Slightly surreal and hugely funny, this is a story about how to cope with the 
absurdity of today’s world, find love at 43, put on a one-man show in New 
York and come to terms with all your spare ramekins. This is Brandreth with the

  
“Ridiculously funny, breathtakingly erudite. A glorious, hilarious story”  - The Scotsman.

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 8-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £15 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

MUSICALS AND OPERA

COMEDY

COMEDY

Alan Bennett: Two One Act Plays

Everything Wrong With You Is Beautiful

HarrowMan: Songs for the Head & the Heart

Konstantin Kisin: Orwell That Ends Well 

Poet Tina Sederholm knows she is an adult, but still feels like the problem child. As 
her father descends into Alzheimer’s, Tina tries to uncover the facts behind a family 
story that never rang true. But as she digs into the past, she discovers the truth 
is not always easy to define. 
“Stunning… A beautifully humbling and thoughtful storytelling experience dripping 
with hope, acceptance, and grounding self-mocker.”  - Three Weeks ★★★★★

Surrey based singer-songwriter and guitarist HarrowMan brings a unique blend 
of poetic lyricism, soaring vocals and intricate acoustic guitar to Guildford 
Fringe. Weaving captivating storytelling with evocative ballads, sharp social 
commentaries and humorous travelogues, HarrowMan has been delighting 
audiences across the South and beyond. From local market town ghost stories to 
the dusty vastness of Australia’s Northern Territory, these songs and stories offer 
a journey for both the head and the heart. An emerging songwriting talent not 
to be missed!

Konstantin Kisin, who made international headlines by refusing to sign a ‘safe 
space’ contract for a university gig, offers a fiercely intelligent, uncompromising 
look at free speech and ‘wokeness’ in his debut show. Packed full of strong gags, 
tales of rags-to-riches-back-to-rags and razor-sharp observations about the state 
of the world, Kisin’s comedy carefully tears into the sacred myths of modern 
society. This is a Work-In-Progress. Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this 
venue is a pub.

Creaction Theatre Company present two of Alan Bennett’s one act plays. A Bed 
Among the Lentils, from his Talking Heads is about Susan, the frustrated and 
nervous vicar’s wife with a taste for communion wine and other pleasures. The 
second play is Say Something Happened, in which eager but green June is 
despatched by the Council to register elderly people. Mam and Dad are elderly 
but the able-bodied, street-wise couple have no intention of being registered. 

LOCATION: The Keep Pub (upstairs)
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 8-9pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: Cobbstar Bar
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 8:30-10:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME:12/07/2019, 9-10pm 
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: Clandon Wood Natural Burial Reserve
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

THEATRE

SPOKEN WORD

LIVE MUSIC

COMEDY

12 
July

Matt Stellingwerf: Sisyphus

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm     
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
As punishment for his self-aggrandising craftiness and deceitfulness, Sisyphus 
was forced to roll an immense boulder up a hill only for it to roll down whenever 
it neared the top, consigning him to an eternity of useless efforts and unending 
frustration. From his worthless PhD, to his obsession with Wikipedia; from the 
pointless lies he tells, to the hubris of thinking he’s worth listening to in the first 
place, is there joy to be found in uselessness? Maybe… 
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

COMEDY

 sequel to his five-, sell-out one-man-show: The Brandreth Papers.
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Movie and a Meal: The Lady Vanishes 

Danny Buckler: Three Tricks

Buffering

Buffering, when you’re waiting for life to load. Jenny and Pauline are stuck 
between young kids and elderly relatives. Buffering is their darkly funny take 
on the needs of kids, the needs of parents and the needs of wine (with the 
occasional peek out into the real world). If you wet yourself laughing, this is one 
show where they will definitely have wipes. As heard on Radio 4.

LOCATION: The Guildhall 
DATE & TIME: 10/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 10/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

www.GuildfordFringeFestival.com 18

COMEDY

Jon Long: Planet-Killing Machine

Deckchairs by Jean McConnell

Creaction Theatre Company present work by a playwright noted for a keen-eyed 
view of human nature and its foibles and fancies, Jean McConnell. Her series of 
playlets entitled Deckchairs has been written for two female actors and Jules Hall 
and Audrey Hofmeyr have selected four that have su rprising twists and are   
sometimes humorous, sometimes touching.

Join Ben on an improvised comedy adventure as he creates wild stories, fairy 
tales, thrillers and romances all out of thin air. Featuring a supporting cast of 
thousands that live in his head, and the audience.
“A master of audience interaction.”  - The Huffington Post
“On flights of fancy, he pushes ideas to extremes and displays a crackling, 
spontaneous energy in which we’re swept up.” - Fest

Is it too late? Can we be saved? Do we seriously have to give up straws? Tonnes of 
big questions, and barely any answers from an award-winning comedy troubadour.
Musical Comedy Awards – Audience Favourite 2016.

delivered with laser-guided timing.” - Bruce Dessau, 
Beyond The Joke

 

LOCATION: Clandon Wood Natural Burial Reserve
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees  

LOCATION: The Guildhall 
DATE & TIME: 10/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees  

In Alfred Hitchcock’s most quick-witted and devilish comic thriller, the beautiful 
Margaret Lockwood, travelling across Europe by train, meets a charming spinster 
(Dame May Whitty), who then seems to disappear into thin air. The younger woman 
turns investigator and finds herself drawn into a complex web of mystery and high 
adventure. Also starring Michael Redgrave, The Lady Vanishes remains one of the 
great filmmaker’s purest delights. The ticket includes Chilli Con Carne or 5 bean 
Chilli (V) with rice and salad garnish.

LOCATION: The Keep Pub
DATE & TIME: 11/07/2019, 7-10pm, Dinner 7-8pm, Film Starts at 8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

COMEDY

SPOKEN WORD

THEATRE

COMEDY

  

App

DOWNLOAD FOR FREE! 

COMEDY

FILM 11 
July

Ben Van der Velde: Fablemaker

Danny Buckler returns to Guildford Fringe with a unique show only he can deliver. 
A hilarious journey through the subconscious of a comedian who thinks he’s a 
magician...or a magician who thinks he’s a comedian. You may find out how the 
universe works. You may have your mind blown. You’ll definitely have a blast. 
“A Hancockian treasure.” - Russell Brand 
“Amazingly insightful commentary on the modern condition.” - The List  

“Clever gags and witty songs...

DATE & TIME: 12/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
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Back to Before

Yvonne Arnaud Art  

Comedy Improvisation Workshop

Olivier Award Nominee Elinor Collett and West End regular Joanna Kirkland come 
together for a night of Musical Theatre. Best friends Ellie and Jo met in the West 
End working on Andrew Lloyd Webber’s The Woman in White. They went on to star 
in many West End shows including Les Mis, Wicked, Hairspray, Mamma Mia, Parade, 
The Witches of Eastwick, Showboat and The Pirates of Penzance. 1 blind date, 2 
weddings, 3 dogs, 5 children and 15 years later they come together to celebrate 
and sing the last 15 years of friendship, love and musical theatre.

Guildford Arts’ 24th summer exhibition, Yvonne Arnaud Art in the Mill Studio
at Guildford’s Yvonne Arnaud Theatre is an exciting display of contemporary 
paintings, prints, photography, sculpture, ceramics and glasswork from local and 
nationally renowned artists. Why not call in and browse – all work is for sale, and 
on Saturdays there is also an opportunity to meet the Artist. There is a free art 
quiz for younger visitors to enjoy. Open Wednesday 3 July until Thursday 18 
July, Monday-Saturday, 10am-6pm.

Richard Baldwin and Robert Lane (The Improlectuals) will be running a 
workshop on improvisation looking at some key skills and strategies that they 
use in performance. Improv novices very welcome! The Improlectuals are an 
improv super-group made up of some of the finest improvisers from around 
the Midlands. They create completely new comedy sketches on the spot, based 
entirely on audience suggestions. Come do the workshop then watch The 
Improlectuals at 5pm (a separate booking needs to be made for the show).

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME:12/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

LOCATION: The Mill Studio @ Yvonne Arnaud Theatre 
DATE & TIME: 13/07/2019, 10am-6pm
BOOKING: FREE FRINGE 

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 13/07/2019, 2:30-3:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

13 
July

MUSICAL THEATRE

WORKSHOP

EXHIBITION

Katie Pritchard: Hysterical Histories

The Improlectuals 

Jonny and the Baptists

The Lock-In Cabaret

The Improlectuals are an improv super-group made up of some of the finest 
improvisers from around the Midlands. They create completely new comedy 
sketches on the spot, based entirely on audience suggestions. With nothing  
pre-scripted, every show’s a world premiere! 
“Slick comedy sketches... A great blend of performers who worked together well to 
create a great night of comedy.”  - Midlands Improv

Musical-activist-comedians, Jonny and The Baptists return to Guildford Fringe. In 
the past they’ve made funny shows about serious things, like the wealth gap, 
climate change, and the rise of populism (the last of which incurred a campaign 
to ban the show by libertarian-morons, UKIP). They don’t know what this show 
will be about yet but it’ll be very funny and powerful. 
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

After two sell-outs with Guildford Fringe already and five years and hundreds of 
packed houses at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, The Lock-In Cabaret are back 
where it all began, Guildford. Join award-winning hosts and magicians Griffin and 
Jones for the ultimate 21st century variety show! They have handpicked some of 
the finest cabaret acts in the country. You can expect comedy, magic, variety and 
burlesque. Going by past experiences, anything can happen! 18+.

Join self-appointed freelance historical tour guide  Katie Pritchard  on this high-
octane tour of her favourite people in history. Katie will bring history to life, live, 
right before your very eyes with some super catchy music, her very high budget 
hand-made costumes, and some perilously precarious characterisations of 
famous historical figures.  Fun for ages 5 to 105.

“Inventive and Hilarious.”  - Broadway Baby

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 13/07/2019, 5-6pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 13/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Guildhall 
DATE & TIME: 13/07/2019, 8-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £15 + fees

LOCATION: The Guildhall 
DATE & TIME: 13/07/2019, 5-6pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

23

COMEDY

IMPROV COMEDY 

CABARET

MUSICAL COMEDY

Kōtuku and the Moon Child

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 13/07/2019, 2:30-3:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101
£8 or £30 for a family of 4 + fees

PUPPET THEATRE 

A Moon Child gets trapped on Earth - how will she find her way home? This epic 
adventure of loss, longing and unlikely friendships is told with absolutely NO 
spoken word! Instead it uses masks, puppetry, lots of cloth, plenty of wonder and 
breath-taking original music by New Zealand Composer, David Sanders. This is a 
puppet show for everyone to enjoy age 5 to 95 years!

Winner of Musical Comedy
 Awards 2019.

Nick Hall: Resume

Now facing his forties Nick has reached a bit of a crossroads in life. But is it time to 
re-brand or just carry on as he’s always done? Hilarious and inventive stand-up, as 
seen and heard on BBC2, BBC3 and BBC Radio 4, Nick is delighted to be coming 
back at the Guildford Fringe Festival.
“Brilliant.” - The Times
“Crackingly original.” - The List
“One not to miss.”  - The Skinny

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 07/07/2019, 7-8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Comedians With Books

Love comedy and/or books? Then join the finest UK stand-ups, who are also 
authors, as they bring you jokes and routines from shelf to stage. Hosted and 
curated by dazzlingly funny local comedian and author Paul Kerensa, you’ll leave 
with aching sides, possibly because you’re clutching books. Paul is joined by 
Miranda/Bluestone 42 writer James Cary, Comedy Store favourite Pierre Hollins, 
one-liner wizard Dan Evans discussing their books The Scared Art of Joking, The  
Karma Farmers, The Casebook of D.I. Snaith 

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 08/07/2019, 8-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

Ghosts in Greasepaint 

Triple C Theatre Company invite you to Ghosts in Greasepaint, the story of 
the Victorian Music Hall.  An evening of live music with Musical Director Peter 
Roberts on the piano, Julia Carey as the Narrator and Triple C’s exciting young 
company of musical theatre performers. The company will take a trip down the 
Strand, following the story of the Music Halls from their beginning in the pubs 
and clubs, to the Golden Age in the sumptuous Grand Palaces. Come have a 
drink, dress up if you like and enjoy the music!

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 08/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

8
July

COMEDY

THEATRE

COMEDY

Three Times Tables: An Evening of New Theatre

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 09/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees
This new writing showcase presents three fresh-off-the-page mini-plays with 
one rule: three tables, and one twist. Featuring a host of local talent, it’s the 
brainchild of British Comedy Award-winning writer Paul Kerensa (Miranda, Not 
Going Out, TFI Friday).  Your writers Paul Brooks, Rosie Clarke, Penny Culliford and 
Paul Kerensa bring tales and tables crammed with asylum appeals, PTA events, 
a murder investigation and a wedding reception. Wait, that’s four... oh well, have 
one on us.

THEATRE

Aunty Glory’s Porny Story Hour  

Join comedian and burlesque artist, Glory Pearl, for a story time with a difference.
Inspired by the success of Fifty Shades of Grey, Glory has updated some of the 
classics of erotic fiction with hilarious results. And she’ll read them to you in her 
best Jackanory voice. It’s a little bit naughty and lot of fun. Lady Chatterley would 
be proud.Glory is returning to Guildford Fringe Festival for the 5th consecutive 
year and is certainly a Fringe Favourite!
Over 18’s only.

 

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 09/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

Adventures of a TripAdvisor Seaside Guest House Keeper 

A one woman show written and performed by Fiona Spreadborough. Barbara 
aspires to TripAdvisor super host status. She goes beyond the call of regular 
breakfast buffet and clean sheet requirements for her guests at "Quinta das 
Barbara" in the Algarve. Have the pressures overstretched her imagination, are 
celebrities hammering down her doorway for her hospitality? When guests 
enter do they ever leave? Is she recalling a dream that can’t ever be – or a 
nightmare that's a reality?

 

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 09/07/2019, 7:30pm-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

ADULT STORIES

THEATRE

Daniel Audritt: Trying to be Good

Award-winning comedian, writer and  co-creator of Comedy Central’s Modern Horror 
Stories, Daniel Audritt asks ‘what really makes us good?’ Having previously had jokes 
on shows like 8 Out of 10 Cats Does Countdown, Mock the Week, Comic Relief, 
The News Quiz, Dead Ringers, NewsJack and many more, the show will be
punchline-heavy but hopefully will make you question the line between right
 and wrong.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 09/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Sara Barron: Enemies Closer

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 10/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
2018 Edinburgh Comedy Awards Best Newcomer nominee, Sara returns to the 
Fringe following her 5* debut hour and two sell-out runs at London’s Soho 
Theatre. Her stunning new show examines kindness, meanness, ex-boyfriends, 
ex-girlfriends, current husbands, all four of her remaining friends, and two of 
her twelve enemies.This is a Work in Progress.
”An excellent line in cynicism about sex, life and friendship.” - Evening Standard
”Darkly humorous…smart… acerbic… endearingly charming…”  - Bust Magazine

 

COMEDY

COMEDY
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10 
July

and Noah’s Car Park Ark.
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Back to Before

Yvonne Arnaud Art  

Comedy Improvisation Workshop

Olivier Award Nominee Elinor Collett and West End regular Joanna Kirkland come 
together for a night of Musical Theatre. Best friends Ellie and Jo met in the West 
End working on Andrew Lloyd Webber’s The Woman in White. They went on to star 
in many West End shows including Les Mis, Wicked, Hairspray, Mamma Mia, Parade, 
The Witches of Eastwick, Showboat and The Pirates of Penzance. 1 blind date, 2 
weddings, 3 dogs, 5 children and 15 years later they come together to celebrate 
and sing the last 15 years of friendship, love and musical theatre.

Guildford Arts’ 24th summer exhibition, Yvonne Arnaud Art in the Mill Studio
at Guildford’s Yvonne Arnaud Theatre is an exciting display of contemporary 
paintings, prints, photography, sculpture, ceramics and glasswork from local and 
nationally renowned artists. Why not call in and browse – all work is for sale, and 
on Saturdays there is also an opportunity to meet the Artist. There is a free art 
quiz for younger visitors to enjoy. Open Wednesday 3 July until Thursday 18 
July, Monday-Saturday, 10am-6pm.

Richard Baldwin and Robert Lane (The Improlectuals) will be running a 
workshop on improvisation looking at some key skills and strategies that they 
use in performance. Improv novices very welcome! The Improlectuals are an 
improv super-group made up of some of the finest improvisers from around 
the Midlands. They create completely new comedy sketches on the spot, based 
entirely on audience suggestions. Come do the workshop then watch The 
Improlectuals at 5pm (a separate booking needs to be made for the show).

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME:12/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

LOCATION: The Mill Studio @ Yvonne Arnaud Theatre 
DATE & TIME: 13/07/2019, 10am-6pm
BOOKING: FREE FRINGE 

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 13/07/2019, 2:30-3:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

13 
July

MUSICAL THEATRE

WORKSHOP

EXHIBITION

Katie Pritchard: Hysterical Histories

The Improlectuals 

Jonny and the Baptists

The Lock-In Cabaret

The Improlectuals are an improv super-group made up of some of the finest 
improvisers from around the Midlands. They create completely new comedy 
sketches on the spot, based entirely on audience suggestions. With nothing  
pre-scripted, every show’s a world premiere! 
“Slick comedy sketches... A great blend of performers who worked together well to 
create a great night of comedy.”  - Midlands Improv

Musical-activist-comedians, Jonny and The Baptists return to Guildford Fringe. In 
the past they’ve made funny shows about serious things, like the wealth gap, 
climate change, and the rise of populism (the last of which incurred a campaign 
to ban the show by libertarian-morons, UKIP). They don’t know what this show 
will be about yet but it’ll be very funny and powerful. 
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

After two sell-outs with Guildford Fringe already and five years and hundreds of 
packed houses at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, The Lock-In Cabaret are back 
where it all began, Guildford. Join award-winning hosts and magicians Griffin and 
Jones for the ultimate 21st century variety show! They have handpicked some of 
the finest cabaret acts in the country. You can expect comedy, magic, variety and 
burlesque. Going by past experiences, anything can happen! 18+.

Join self-appointed freelance historical tour guide  Katie Pritchard  on this high-
octane tour of her favourite people in history. Katie will bring history to life, live, 
right before your very eyes with some super catchy music, her very high budget 
hand-made costumes, and some perilously precarious characterisations of 
famous historical figures.  Fun for ages 5 to 105.

“Inventive and Hilarious.”  - Broadway Baby

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 13/07/2019, 5-6pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 13/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Guildhall 
DATE & TIME: 13/07/2019, 8-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £15 + fees

LOCATION: The Guildhall 
DATE & TIME: 13/07/2019, 5-6pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
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COMEDY

IMPROV COMEDY 

CABARET

MUSICAL COMEDY

Kōtuku and the Moon Child

LOCATION: The Guildhall
DATE & TIME: 13/07/2019, 2:30-3:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101
£8 or £30 for a family of 4 + fees

PUPPET THEATRE 

A Moon Child gets trapped on Earth - how will she find her way home? This epic 
adventure of loss, longing and unlikely friendships is told with absolutely NO 
spoken word! Instead it uses masks, puppetry, lots of cloth, plenty of wonder and 
breath-taking original music by New Zealand Composer, David Sanders. This is a 
puppet show for everyone to enjoy age 5 to 95 years!

Winner of Musical Comedy
 Awards 2019.
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Thunderclap: Improvised Comedy

If poetry makes you feel dead inside, then pop in to see wrong poet Louise 
Etheridge for an hour of delightfully dark, daft and funny poetry and song that’ll 
cheer you up no end. Joining Louise are her special guests Brummie crummy 
mummy poet Isabel Morris and those heroines of hilarious harmony, The Dirty 
Carols. It’s an evening you’ll never forget, in all the good ways.  “When I am low 
only an Etheridge poem gets me up to go. She is absurdly brilliant”  - Sandi Toksvig

Nick Hall and Max Dickins present Thunderclap – a two person, multi-character 
story – all of it made up on the spot! Taking one word from the audience, Nick 
and Max will create a hilarious, fast-paced improvised comedy show.
Both performers are trained improvisers and established comedians. Nick and 
Max have appeared on BBC One, Channel 4, BBC3 and BBC Radio 4, as well as 
performing across the UK and America. Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this 
venue is a pub

LOCATION: Cobbstar Bar
DATE & TIME: 13/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 13/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

IMPROV COMEDY Euan

Singalonga Pub Quiz

“We’ve lost Euan. Euan’s gone. No one can know that Euan’s gone cus’ we’re 
‘sposed to be looking after Euan. So we gotta find Euan. Which is all fine, if 
anyone actually knew what Euan was…” 
ChewBoy Productions’ five-star, madcap downright bewildering, but also bloody 
brilliant play is back, delving deep into what we’d do to save our own skins in the 
most bizarre situations.

 #WhereIsEuan

Do you really need to read this blurb? Look at the title! It’s a singalong pub 
quiz where you can test your knowledge whilst singing your favourite hits. It’s 
an evening of silliness and songs with surprising prizes hosted by the cabaret 
maestro, Mister Meredith. So unwind and embrace.
“The sheer pleasure of a room united in song.”  - Time Out
“One of the greatest cabaret performers of his generation. ”  - Scotsgay

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 14/07/2019, 5-6pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

LOCATION: The Keep Pub
DATE & TIME: 14/07/2019, 7-8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees 

The Hoe-ly Trinity

A three-woman, one-woman show. Funny, feminist and fearless, the show tells the 
stories of three young women in three very different ways. Graduating from Rose 
Bruford College this year, and with training in acting, musical theatre and clowning, 
the trio are fresh on the Fringe scene and ready to blow your minds.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 14/07/2019, 2:30-3:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival, .com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

THEATRE

THEATRE

MUSICAL PUB QUIZ

Bear North

14 
July

COMEDY CABARET
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Louise Etheridge: Slightly A Bit More WrongSPOKEN WORD 

/GuildfordFringeFest              @GuildfordFringe            GuildfordFringeFestival www.GuildfordFringeFestival.com

Find out more, make a donation: 

www.gutsfbc.co.uk

With the help of the local community, GUTS has been working to improve bowel 
cancer survival for over 35 years. We provide a family screening service, fund 
equipment and facilities at the RSCH, and raise awareness of the disease. 

Guildford’s bowel 
cancer charity

GUTS is a registered charity no 1026791

Winners of the Wellington Fringe’s Best Ensemble Award (2017) bring their new 
show to Guildford. A comical musical journey complete with a dancing bear, 
wolf and buffalo.  
“Songs of lakes, firesides and bears. An impossible odyssey highly recommended.”  
- Fringereview.

  “The tables were turned and it was me who danced to Bear North’s Tune. ”  - FringeGuru. 

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 14/07/2019, 7-8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
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BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
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The Risquettes: One Hot Night

Surrey Blues Society 

Paul F Taylor: Odd Paul

Harun Musho’d: Dark side of Harun

The Risquettes are back, and this time they’re turning up the heat! Bringing their 
signature blend of vintage glamour and contemporary sass - join these dancing 
divas for a summer fiesta that’s not to be missed. From Vegas showgirls to the 
carnivals of Rio, get ready for an eclectic evening of dance and burlesque… grab 
yourself a cool cocktail, it’s going to be One Hot Night!

Guildford and surrounding towns have had some legends of the Blues and Rock 
world playing in the local pubs and venues since the 60’s: The Rollings Stones, 
Yardbirds, Eric Clapton, Paul Jones, the list goes on! The Surrey Blues Society was 
created in 2012 to provide a forum in the Surrey area for lovers of Blues Music, 
and keep the Blues alive in Surrey for generations to come. Four bands, including 
an SBS All Stars Jam Band, play tonight.  

Heralded by his peers, critically lauded, feared by many, loved by all; everyone’s 
favourite Odd Paul returns with an hour of imaginative, logic defying, absurdist, 
observational stand-up comedy featuring very long sentences. Nominated for 
Best New show at Leicester Comedy Festival 2017, 2013. “There’s more than a 
touch of Harry Hill to Paul F Taylor, in the way he can take imaginative, surreal ideas 
and hone delightfully silly jokes from them.”  - Chortle

Harun Musho’d’s second solo stand-up comedy show compares life and events 
in the 70s and today. Includes terrorism, conspiracy theories, referendums, US 
presidents and the dark side of management.
“A likeable and funny comic.”  - Reviews Hub 

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn 
DATE & TIME: 15/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 16/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 17/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees 

LOCATION: The Keep Pub (upstairs)
DATE & TIME: 17/07/2019, 8-9pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

16
 July

17
 July

15
 July

DANCE 

LIVE MUSIC

COMEDY

COMEDY

GT Live Session at The Britannia

Jody Kamali is Mike Daly: Darts and all

Movie and a Meal: Stan and Ollie

A former Bristolian Darts Champion frustrated by his fall from grace is back to tell 
all. Set at a dysfunctional Q & A event, it sends him on a journey of self-discovery 
that has idiotic consequences. An off-beat physical/character comedy show from 
the cult internet star and fringe regular.  
“Hugely inventive, warm and engaging.”  - Total Theatre

The true story of Hollywood’s greatest comedy double act Laurel and Hardy is 
brought to the big screen for the first time. Starring Steve Coogan and John C. 
Reilly as the inimitable movie icons, Stan and Ollie is the heart-warming story of 
what would become the pair’s triumphant farewell tour. With their golden era long 
behind them, the pair embark on a variety hall tour of Britain and Ireland.  The ticket 
includes Cottage Pie and Vegetables (Minced Beef or Soya  . )

The GT Live Sessions run a hugely popular Showcase Night at The Britannia Pub.
This evening is hosted by local musician Gavin Thomas, who presents six local acts.
There will be a wonderfully eclectic mix of musical styles and the quality of song 
writing and musicianship is always first class. Come and see what the fuss is all 
about. 

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 17/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees 

LOCATION: The Keep Pub
DATE & TIME: 18/07/2019, 7-10pm, Dinner 7-8pm, Film Starts at 8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

LOCATION: The Britannia Pub 
DATE & TIME: 17/07/2019, 8:30-11pm
BOOKING: FREE FRINGE

LIVE MUSIC

COMEDY

18 
July

FILM

/GuildfordFringeFest              @GuildfordFringe            GuildfordFringeFestival26

Robyn Perkins: Mating Selection

On August 14, 2018 Robyn Perkins participated in a dating show in front of a live 
audience.  Her experience led her to question human morality and the social 
constructs of present-day dating, with a scientific twist. Robyn is known for her 
“confident, charming and relatable personality” (Ed Fest Mag), which allows 
her to delve into complex and uncomfortable territory. How do social constructs 
change how we date? What is the role of morality in attraction? 

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 18/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

COMEDY
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COMEDY
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Ian Lane: Paperweight

Arthur Smith: Laughs, Stories, A Song and A Poem

The Bright Club

Sleeping Trees: Silly Funny Boys

Paperweight. Spatula. Cushioned tea tray. Chicken lattice. Which weapon 
would you protect your house with? Ian Lane teaches you how to defend 
your family home in this deathly surreal, work-in-progress stand-up comedy 
tale involving space travel, the SAS and a body count larger than an episode 
of Watership Down. 
“His visual aids are exquisite works of comedic gold.”  - One4Review

Join comedian, writer, broadcaster and all-round British institution Arthur Smith 
in an evening of laughter and off the wall humour. Expect an evening of sublime 
playfulness  crammed with jokes, anecdotes, short stories, poems, songs and 
readings from his recently published memoir My Name Is Daphne Fairfax which 
has won praise from literary critics. A BBC regular, well-known for his appearances 
on TV’s Grumpy Old Men, Q.I., Have I Got News For You, The One Show and Radio 4’s 
Loose Ends. Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

The one and only Bright Club is back again to perform at Guildford Fringe 
Festival. Are you ready for a night like no other? The thinking person’s variety 
night with comedy, science, research and music, Bright Club Guildford is the 
smartest show in town.  At Bright Club comedians and musicians share the stage 
with University of Surrey scientists and researchers who have prodded and 
probed their work, extracted the humour and are ready to share the results with 
a friendly crowd at BBC Surrey Radio studios!

Sleeping Trees are silly funny boys. They don’t know what this show is about yet, 
but it will be sillier, funnier and contain at least three boys. Winners of Merv’s Spirit 
of the Fringe 2017 and Amused Moose Comedy Finalists 2016.
“The birth child of monty python and league of gentlemen.”  - Time Out
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn  
DATE & TIME: 18/07/2019,  9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn 
DATE & TIME: 19/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: BBC Surrey Radio Studios
DATE & TIME: 19/07/2019,  7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 19/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

 

COMEDY

COMEDY

COMEDY

COMEDY

The Nefarious Picaroons 

Kelly Convey: Telephone Voice

Kelly Convey, ‘Chatham-girl-done-good’, brings you her debut hour which 
travels back in time to her errant teenage years, through her high flying 
twenties as an executive, right up to the life-changing decision to become a 
comedian in her thirties. If you’d met 15-year-old Kelly, you would’ve sworn 
down on your nan’s grave that she’d never be where she is today. This is a Work 
in Progress.

Local favourites delivering stomped up, pop-folk. The band weave unique 
arrangements of highly selected covers and original material into their set to 
create a bouncy, joyous, festival experience. With a mix of acoustic and electric 
instruments, ripping violin solos and carefully crafted harmonies the band 
generates high-energy, feel good music that engages audiences of all ages.

LOCATION: Cobbstar Bar
DATE & TIME: 19/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101  £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Britannia Pub 
DATE & TIME: 19/07/2019, 9-11pm
BOOKING: FREE FRINGE 

COMEDY

LIVE MUSIC

 F I 20
July

/GuildfordFringeFest              @GuildfordFringe            GuildfordFringeFestival28

Boogie Shoes Silent Disco  

Come join the Boogie Shoes Silent Disco Tours on an immersive 
hilarious dance-walk through the streets of Guildford! Expect 
loads of fun, great music and spontaneous surprises with 
onlookers as we all tune in to the same station and hear the live 
commentary from the hosts.

There will be plenty of uplifting dance classics from the 70s, 80s, 
90s and 00s.This event is suitable for all ages, from babies in 
slings to our more mature patrons! Children must be 
accompanied at all times.

Book your tickets then meet outside The Star Inn on Quarry 
Street at 1:45pm. Tours last for approx. 50 minutes and 
headphones are supplied… just bring your dancing shoes 
and a big smile!

LOCATION: Town Centre
DATE & TIME: 20/07/2019,  2-3pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 

FAMILY FRIENDLY

20
July 

£12 + fees 

19
July
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Heracles: Theatrical Storytelling by Jason Buck

The Fannytasticals

Bondage Queen Sings the Hits!

Brighton’s rude and raucous female comedy troupe invade Guildford Fringe! With 
songs, sketches and wry musings on the female experience, their original and bold 
material takes you into the wilderness of the female psyche, leaving you gasping 
for breath. An evening without inhibition.
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

Join the ultimate Mistress of Mayhem JoJo Bellini as she takes you from the 
salacious to the sublime. A Kink-alicious cabaret with 80’s music, tantalising tales 
and much naughtiness.
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

It’s story time at Guildford’s Yvonne Arnaud Theatre for you and your little ones. 
Zeus knows the giants will one day rise up and fight the Gods. He needs a hero  
to fight for him, and so he makes one - Heracles! Talented Sussex based 
storyteller Jason Buck brings the ancient Greek superhero to life in stories from 
the epic of the twelve labours of Heracles. This magical and poetic retelling is 
perfect for children aged 8+. The event will take place in the Riverview Café  
which is completely wheelchair and pushchair accessible on the ground floor  
of the theatre.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 20/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 20/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: Guildford’s Yvonne Arnaud Theatre
DATE & TIME: 20/07/2019, 2:30-3:30pm
BOOKING: yvonne-arnaud.co.uk 01483 440000 £9.50 Inc. fees

Juliette Burton: Defined

Award-winning comedian Juliette has many contradictions: Optimist or 
pessimist? Introvert or extrovert? Success or failure? Masculine or feminine? Left 
or right? Happy or sad? Mentally ill or mentally well? But why does she have to 
choose one thing or the other? After a year of huge change, she’s been forced to 
redefine herself and her life. Everything she thought was steadfast has vanished. 
So, can she be everything all at once?

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 20/07/2019, 5-6pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

CHILDREN’S SHOW 

FAMILY FRIENDLY

SPOKEN WORD
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MUSICAL COMEDY
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Ian Lane: Paperweight

Arthur Smith: Laughs, Stories, A Song and A Poem

The Bright Club

Sleeping Trees: Silly Funny Boys

Paperweight. Spatula. Cushioned tea tray. Chicken lattice. Which weapon 
would you protect your house with? Ian Lane teaches you how to defend 
your family home in this deathly surreal, work-in-progress stand-up comedy 
tale involving space travel, the SAS and a body count larger than an episode 
of Watership Down. 
“His visual aids are exquisite works of comedic gold.”  - One4Review

Join comedian, writer, broadcaster and all-round British institution Arthur Smith 
in an evening of laughter and off the wall humour. Expect an evening of sublime 
playfulness  crammed with jokes, anecdotes, short stories, poems, songs and 
readings from his recently published memoir My Name Is Daphne Fairfax which 
has won praise from literary critics. A BBC regular, well-known for his appearances 
on TV’s Grumpy Old Men, Q.I., Have I Got News For You, The One Show and Radio 4’s 
Loose Ends. Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

The one and only Bright Club is back again to perform at Guildford Fringe 
Festival. Are you ready for a night like no other? The thinking person’s variety 
night with comedy, science, research and music, Bright Club Guildford is the 
smartest show in town.  At Bright Club comedians and musicians share the stage 
with University of Surrey scientists and researchers who have prodded and 
probed their work, extracted the humour and are ready to share the results with 
a friendly crowd at BBC Surrey Radio studios!

Sleeping Trees are silly funny boys. They don’t know what this show is about yet, 
but it will be sillier, funnier and contain at least three boys. Winners of Merv’s Spirit 
of the Fringe 2017 and Amused Moose Comedy Finalists 2016.
“The birth child of monty python and league of gentlemen.”  - Time Out
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn  
DATE & TIME: 18/07/2019,  9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn 
DATE & TIME: 19/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: BBC Surrey Radio Studios
DATE & TIME: 19/07/2019,  7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 19/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

 

COMEDY

COMEDY

COMEDY

COMEDY

The Nefarious Picaroons 

Kelly Convey: Telephone Voice

Kelly Convey, ‘Chatham-girl-done-good’, brings you her debut hour which 
travels back in time to her errant teenage years, through her high flying 
twenties as an executive, right up to the life-changing decision to become a 
comedian in her thirties. If you’d met 15-year-old Kelly, you would’ve sworn 
down on your nan’s grave that she’d never be where she is today. This is a Work 
in Progress.

Local favourites delivering stomped up, pop-folk. The band weave unique 
arrangements of highly selected covers and original material into their set to 
create a bouncy, joyous, festival experience. With a mix of acoustic and electric 
instruments, ripping violin solos and carefully crafted harmonies the band 
generates high-energy, feel good music that engages audiences of all ages.

LOCATION: Cobbstar Bar
DATE & TIME: 19/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101  £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Britannia Pub 
DATE & TIME: 19/07/2019, 9-11pm
BOOKING: FREE FRINGE 

COMEDY

LIVE MUSIC

 F I 20
July
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Boogie Shoes Silent Disco  

Come join the Boogie Shoes Silent Disco Tours on an immersive 
hilarious dance-walk through the streets of Guildford! Expect 
loads of fun, great music and spontaneous surprises with 
onlookers as we all tune in to the same station and hear the live 
commentary from the hosts.

There will be plenty of uplifting dance classics from the 70s, 80s, 
90s and 00s.This event is suitable for all ages, from babies in 
slings to our more mature patrons! Children must be 
accompanied at all times.

Book your tickets then meet outside The Star Inn on Quarry 
Street at 1:45pm. Tours last for approx. 50 minutes and 
headphones are supplied… just bring your dancing shoes 
and a big smile!

LOCATION: Town Centre
DATE & TIME: 20/07/2019,  2-3pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 

FAMILY FRIENDLY

20
July 

£12 + fees 

19
July



Lorna Shaw: Lorn and Order

Music in The Meadows 

Forget Me Not – The Alzheimer’s Whodunnit

Metamorphosis

Critically acclaimed comedian Lorna Shaw lays down the law in this brand-new hour 
of stand-up comedy and storytelling.
Whilst the world is in the grip of a thrilling true crime story, Lorna is on hold to the 
council. A show about battling bureaucracy, breaking laws and hiding from the TV 
licence man.
“Expect off-beat brilliance.” - The Times

A charity afternoon of live music in Clandon Wood’s beautiful wildflower 
meadows. Invite friends and family, bring along a picnic and settle down for a 
few hours of magical melody on a sultry, sunny Sunday afternoon. Entrance is 
free - all funds raised through a raffle and contributions will be donated to The 
Brigitte Trust - a Dorking based charity that serves all of Surrey, offering free 
emotional support and practical help at home to people and their families facing 
cancer, MND, MS, heart and lung failure and other life-threatening illness. There 
will be a paid bar available including beer, wine, sparkling wine and soft drinks. 

Forget Me Not - The Alzheimer’s Whodunnit is the creation of Leicester-based 
comic, poet and psychiatric nurse Rob Gee. Rob plays fifteen characters who deliver 
a series of tropes, clues, plot flaws and red herrings. In the show, Jim’s wife, a patient 
on a dementia ward, has died from what appears to be natural causes. Jim is a 
retired police detective and smells a rat. The problem is he also has dementia. It is a 
case worthy of the greatest detective mind, but his will have to do! 

One morning as Grete Samsa was waking from anxious dreams she discovered that 
in bed she had changed. A female take on Kafka’s Metamorphosis, this one-woman 
show explores Grete’s navigation of family dynamics and her transformation into a 
woman. By Sam Chittenden. Featuring Heather-Rose Andrews.
“Salivatingly sharp and sensuous.” - Broadway Baby
“This is a first-rank piece of storytelling.” - Fringe Review’

LOCATION: Cobbstar Bar
DATE & TIME: 20/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: Clandon Wood Natural Burial Reserve
DATE & TIME: 21/07/2019, 2-5pm
BOOKING: FREE FRINGE 

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 21/07/2019, 5-6pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 21/07/2019, 7-8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Heracles: Theatrical Storytelling by Jason Buck

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 20/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 20/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: Guildford’s Yvonne Arnaud Theatre
DATE & TIME: 20/07/2019, 2:30-3:30pm
BOOKING: yvonne-arnaud.co.uk 01483 440000 £9.50 Inc. fees

Juliette Burton: Defined

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 20/07/2019, 5-6pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
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Ian Lane: Paperweight

Arthur Smith: Laughs, Stories, A Song and A Poem

The Bright Club

Sleeping Trees: Silly Funny Boys

Paperweight. Spatula. Cushioned tea tray. Chicken lattice. Which weapon 
would you protect your house with? Ian Lane teaches you how to defend 
your family home in this deathly surreal, work-in-progress stand-up comedy 
tale involving space travel, the SAS and a body count larger than an episode 
of Watership Down. 
“His visual aids are exquisite works of comedic gold.”  - One4Review

Join comedian, writer, broadcaster and all-round British institution Arthur Smith 
in an evening of laughter and off the wall humour. Expect an evening of sublime 
playfulness  crammed with jokes, anecdotes, short stories, poems, songs and 
readings from his recently published memoir My Name Is Daphne Fairfax which 
has won praise from literary critics. A BBC regular, well-known for his appearances 
on TV’s Grumpy Old Men, Q.I., Have I Got News For You, The One Show and Radio 4’s 
Loose Ends. Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

The one and only Bright Club is back again to perform at Guildford Fringe 
Festival. Are you ready for a night like no other? The thinking person’s variety 
night with comedy, science, research and music, Bright Club Guildford is the 
smartest show in town.  At Bright Club comedians and musicians share the stage 
with University of Surrey scientists and researchers who have prodded and 
probed their work, extracted the humour and are ready to share the results with 
a friendly crowd at BBC Surrey Radio studios!

Sleeping Trees are silly funny boys. They don’t know what this show is about yet, 
but it will be sillier, funnier and contain at least three boys. Winners of Merv’s Spirit 
of the Fringe 2017 and Amused Moose Comedy Finalists 2016.
“The birth child of monty python and league of gentlemen.”  - Time Out
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn  
DATE & TIME: 18/07/2019,  9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn 
DATE & TIME: 19/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: BBC Surrey Radio Studios
DATE & TIME: 19/07/2019,  7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 19/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
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The Nefarious Picaroons 

Kelly Convey: Telephone Voice

Kelly Convey, ‘Chatham-girl-done-good’, brings you her debut hour which 
travels back in time to her errant teenage years, through her high flying 
twenties as an executive, right up to the life-changing decision to become a 
comedian in her thirties. If you’d met 15-year-old Kelly, you would’ve sworn 
down on your nan’s grave that she’d never be where she is today. This is a Work 
in Progress.

Local favourites delivering stomped up, pop-folk. The band weave unique 
arrangements of highly selected covers and original material into their set to 
create a bouncy, joyous, festival experience. With a mix of acoustic and electric 
instruments, ripping violin solos and carefully crafted harmonies the band 
generates high-energy, feel good music that engages audiences of all ages.

LOCATION: Cobbstar Bar
DATE & TIME: 19/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101  £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Britannia Pub 
DATE & TIME: 19/07/2019, 9-11pm
BOOKING: FREE FRINGE 

COMEDY

LIVE MUSIC
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July
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Boogie Shoes Silent Disco  

Come join the Boogie Shoes Silent Disco Tours on an immersive 
hilarious dance-walk through the streets of Guildford! Expect 
loads of fun, great music and spontaneous surprises with 
onlookers as we all tune in to the same station and hear the live 
commentary from the hosts.

There will be plenty of uplifting dance classics from the 70s, 80s, 
90s and 00s.This event is suitable for all ages, from babies in 
slings to our more mature patrons! Children must be 
accompanied at all times.

Book your tickets then meet outside The Star Inn on Quarry 
Street at 1:45pm. Tours last for approx. 50 minutes and 
headphones are supplied… just bring your dancing shoes 
and a big smile!

LOCATION: Town Centre
DATE & TIME: 20/07/2019,  2-3pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 

FAMILY FRIENDLY

20
July 

£12 + fees 

19
July



Coming Home With Me

Richard Stott: Right Hand Man

Richard was born lopsided. Poland Syndrome, a rare birth defect, caused his left 
hand, arm and chest to be underdeveloped so he’s decided to go out on a limb 
and do what Jeremy Beadle didn’t - a whole show about having a small hand. 
Theatrical comedy from one of Britain’s top Poland Syndrome performers.
“Inspiring, heart-wrenchingly moving and unquestionably funny, I defy anyone not to 
be enthralled.” - Evening Standard

Join us for a girl-powered delve into the (at times) slimy world of a night out.
Using verbatim testimony and badass dance moves we’re fighting the patriarchy 
and lad culture, one creep at a time.
Winner of the Pebble Trust Brighton Fringe Award.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 23/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn 
DATE & TIME: 22/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Halls: The Musical 

Halls follows the journey of eight very different first year university students, all 
brought together as they are allocated the same halls of residence – Flat 15B.     
With eight diverse personalities all trying to find their feet whilst living under the 
same roof, love will blossom, tears will be shed, the pressures of student life will 
stifle, and the good times will be abundant. 

LOCATION: The Bellerby Studio at G Live
 DATE & TIME: 23/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GLive.co.uk or 01483 369350 £14.50/£12.50 Inc. fees
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Georgie Morrell: Eyecon

It Just So Happened (an alternative history show)

Halls: The Musical 

Richard Pulsford: Roll Up for the Smirking Break

Join award-nominated comedian and one-eyed legend Georgie Morrell as she 
explores disability and celebrity. Ever wanted to be an icon and have everyone look 
up to you? Georgie didn’t but she is now and doesn’t remember agreeing to this.  
Or did she? Has she totally sacrificed who she is to be the poster girl of disability?
“Riotous and side-splittingly funny, sets disability taboos alight.”  - Disability Arts

How come only people called Victor get to write history? It’s unlikely that 
anyone will have witnessed a history lesson quite like this before, as comedian 
historians bring some alternative perspectives to real life events which 
happened ‘on this day’ in the dim and sometimes not so distant past. If you 
doubt that anything they say really did happen, that’s just fake news? And you 
can blame Victor for that.

Halls follows the journey of eight very different first year university students, all 
brought together as they are allocated the same halls of residence – Flat 15B.     
With eight diverse personalities all trying to find their feet whilst living under the 
same roof, love will blossom, tears will be shed, the pressures of student life will 
stifle, and the good times will be abundant. 

Stand-up from the ‘master of wordplay’, Leicester Comedy Festival’s ‘UK 
Pun Championships’ runner up 2016.
“Richard’s joke rate is phenomenal.”  - Buxton Fringe 2018
“Like a well-oiled machine of mirth… a likeable stand-up comedian with 
great material.”  - Buxton Fringe 2017
“Richard’s experience shone through as he delivered a series of solid top 
quality puns.”  - Gigglebeats

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 23/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 24/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Bellerby Studio at G Live
DATE & TIME: 24/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GLive.co.uk or 01483 369350 £14.50/£12.50 Inc. fees 

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 24/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Coming Home With Me

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 23/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn 
DATE & TIME: 22/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

Halls: The Musical 

LOCATION: The Bellerby Studio at G Live
 DATE & TIME: 23/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GLive.co.uk or 01483 369350 £14.50/£12.50 Inc. fees
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Tulips

Drag Queen Stole My Dress

This is the story of knowing who you are, forgetting who you are, wondering who 
the hell you are, and yes, that one time a drag queen stole my goddamn dress.
Join international award-winning comedian and storyteller Gillian English as 
she takes you through the bizarre and emotional highs and lows of her failed 
engagement.

Domestic abuse and men: a problem we still haven’t solved. Alex doesn’t want 
to lose Scarlet, but he refuses to be the good person she needs.  Jason’s lost his 
wife and child, can he help Alex avoid the same fate? Is it more important to “be 
a man”, or to change? This piece of original theatre is produced by Exit, Pursued 
By Panda who exist to create more opportunities for British East Asian people in 
the arts.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 25/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Bellerby Studio at G Live
DATE & TIME: 25/07/2019, 7:30-8:45pm
BOOKING: GLive.co.uk 01483 369350 £14.50 Inc. fees

       /GuildfordFringe             @GuildfordFringe             GuildfordFringeFestival
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COMEDY

COMEDY

COMEDY

Will you be our Friend?

Our Friends help support the Fringe and enable us to produce more 
professional theatre and events in our wonderful town of Guildford.

If you can spare £9 a month to become our Friend, please visit
www.GuildfordFringeFestival.com/Friends

Movie and a Meal: They Shall Not Grow Old

Through groundbreaking computer restoration technology, filmmaker Peter 
Jackson’s team creates a moving real-to-life depiction of the WWI, as never seen 
before in restored, vivid colourising and retiming of the film frames, in order 
to honor those who fought and more accurately depict this historical moment 
in world history. The ticket includes jacket with tuna or jacket with cheese and 
beans, both served with Salad.

LOCATION: The Keep Pub
DATE & TIME: 25/07/2019, 7-10pm, Dinner 7-8pm, Film Starts at 8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees

FILM

July 
25



The Gin Chronicles 

Glenn Moore: Signed, Sealed, Delivered

10 Things I Hate About Taming of the Shrew

Nigel Ng: Work in Progress

The first adventure of amateur detectives John Jobling and Doris Golightly. The 
place is London, England. The year is 1947. The mystery is the disappearance of 
Cornelius Juniper, a well-known gin magnate. Step into the breach an unlikely 
pairing of personalities , throw in a raft of colourful, varied characters and 
accompany the radio-style performances with live sound effects from a foley artist.
“Go, see, laugh, gasp, imbibe!” HHHH - The Scotsman

Edinburgh Comedy Award nominee Glenn Moore (Mock The Week, Stand Up 
Central and The Stand Up Sketch Show) provides another hour of “brilliantly 
original punchlines” (Chortle). It’ll be quirky, quick, cerebral, silly and clever.  
“The best showcase of pure joke-writing skill I’ve seen on the Fringe.” - The Guardian 
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

10 Things I Hate About Taming of the Shrew will take you back to the good old 
days, when we worried about Y2K, wore butterfly clips in our hair, and became 
total babes the minute we took off our glasses. And the even older days where we 
worried about the plague, wore massive wigs, and women weren’t allowed to be 
on stage anyway. Come check out 10 Things I Hate About Taming of the Shrew - it 
will have you totally whelmed!!
Over 18s only (Fridays and Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

Nigel Ng (as seen on Comedy Central’s Standup Central and Roast Battle) 
brings you on a joyous romp through his life in the UK as a Malaysian 
immigrant. See him tackle topics close to his heart, both big and small, 
from how to retain one’s cultural identity when in a foreign land to the 
age-old question, is Wagamama’s actually Asian?
Tipped as ‘One To Watch’ in 2019 by Chortle.
“Brilliant... Go see him”  - One4Review

LOCATION: Guildford Harbour Hotel 
DATE & TIME: 25/07/2019, 8-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £15 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 25/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 26/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Bellerby Studio at G Live
DATE & TIME: 26/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GLive.co.uk or 01483 369350 £14.50 Inc. fees

Tulips

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 25/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees

LOCATION: The Bellerby Studio at G Live
DATE & TIME: 25/07/2019, 7:30-8:45pm
BOOKING: GLive.co.uk 01483 369350 £14.50 Inc. fees
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Will you be our Friend?

Our Friends help support the Fringe and enable us to produce more 
professional theatre and events in our wonderful town of Guildford.

If you can spare £9 a month to become our Friend, please visit
www.GuildfordFringeFestival.com/Friends

35

Movie and a Meal: They Shall Not Grow Old

LOCATION: The Keep Pub
DATE & TIME: 25/07/2019, 7-10pm, Dinner 7-8pm, Film Starts at 8pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £12 + fees



Tulips

Susan Murray: Blunt Force Trauma

Blunt Force Trauma is the brand new show by insatiable comedian Susan Murray 
who has been described as a cross between Frankie Boyle and Julie Walters. This 
Scot manufactured in the Black Country performs an hour of top quality gags and 
dark observations as she fights against the nations obsession with Olivia bloody 
Coleman, a self inflicted mortal fear of flying, weird brothers, mad aging parents 
and most of all... Highways England. 
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 26/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
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The Barricade Boys - Stars of Les Misérables  

Direct from London’s West End and Broadway, The Barricade Boys 
are back on the road with their Five Star international tour! 

Fabulous harmonies, incredible vocals, dashing good looks and 
fantastic personalities, The Barricade Boys showcase the UK’s finest 
male voices from the world’s longest running musical Les 
Misérables. The Barricade Boys are quickly securing their place as 
theatreland’s newest and most exciting show!
 
After sell out performances in London’s West End, an appearance 
on Broadway and many international dates this exceptional group 
bring their show to G Live as part of Guildford Fringe Festival for 
ONE NIGHT ONLY! 

“These guys are fantastic... DON’T miss this show!” - Alfie Boe”

LOCATION: G Live Main Stage 
DATE & TIME: 26/07/2019,  8-10pm
BOOKING: GLive.co.uk  or 01483 369350 £24/£22 Inc. fees 

MUSICAL THEATRE



Andrew Ryan: Is Everything Alright At Home? 

US by Project GEEYOUONE

Aaron Simmonds: Disabled Coconut

Academix A Cappella

Irishman Andrew Ryan rails against himself and everything around him. Trying  
to understand why he thinks one way and does the opposite. This is a Work in  
Progress show. 2018 Winner of Best New Show at the Leicester Comedy Festival.
“Rapturously Funny.”  - The List
“An hour of hilarious comedy.” - Edfestmag

Project GEEYOUONE brings you a brand new production exploring what it is 
like to live with a disability and how the modern world is proving to be both a 
help and a hindrance. Devised by the members themselves and told entirely 
by them, join our storytellers on a unique journey in their shoes. Led by 
Creative Director Nick White, Project GEEYOUONE has recently started working 
collaboratively at G Live, and US sees the start of our journey performing 
disability led work in and around Guildford. 

Join the 2017 BBC New Comedy Award finalist and wheelchair enthusiast Aaron 
Simmonds, as he tells you about how his first paid gig led to him performing on 
BBC2 a year later and what happens when you are being trolled online for not 
being disabled enough. Jewish Comedian Of The Year 2017.
“A Comedian going places”   
“A class act.”  - Chortle

Academix – the band with no instruments – use the power of voice to 
guide you on a journey through the world of popular song. Using close 
harmony and vocal percussion, this a cappella quintet bring a new sound 
to songs you know and love, from the Beatles to Beyonce. A sell-out at 
previous Fringes, Academix will have you tapping your feet, singing along, 
and perhaps enjoying a little light body percussion!
Over 18s only (Fridays & Saturdays) as this venue is a pub.

LOCATION: The Bellerby Studio at G Live
DATE & TIME: 26/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GLive.co.uk or 01483 369350 £14.50 Inc. fees

LOCATION:  The Bellerby Studio at G Live
DATE & TIME: 27/07/2019, 12-12:45pm and 3-3:45pm
BOOKING: GLive.co.uk or 01483 369350 £12 Inc. fees

LOCATION: The Bellerby Studio at G Live
DATE & TIME: 27/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm
BOOKING: GLive.co.uk or 01483 369350 £14.50 Inc. fee

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 27/07/2019, 7:30-8:30pm and 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £10 + fees

Tulips

LOCATION: The Back Room of The Star Inn
DATE & TIME: 26/07/2019, 9-10pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £8 + fees
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The Barricade Boys - Stars of Les Misérables  

Direct from London’s West End and Broadway, The Barricade Boys 
are back on the road with their Five Star international tour! 

Fabulous harmonies, incredible vocals, dashing good looks and 
fantastic personalities, The Barricade Boys showcase the UK’s finest 
male voices from the world’s longest running musical Les 
Misérables. The Barricade Boys are quickly securing their place as 
theatreland’s newest and most exciting show!
 
After sell out performances in London’s West End, an appearance 
on Broadway and many international dates this exceptional group 
bring their show to G Live as part of Guildford Fringe Festival for 
ONE NIGHT ONLY! 

“These guys are fantastic... DON’T miss this show!” - Alfie Boe”

LOCATION: G Live Main Stage 
DATE & TIME: 26/07/2019,  8-10pm
BOOKING: GLive.co.uk  or 01483 369350 £24/£22 Inc. fees 

MUSICAL THEATRE
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Majella Yorston: A Song or Two More

Majella is delighted to have been asked back to close the Guildford Fringe Festival 
again this year. Join her for a relaxed evening of songs old and new in the intimate 
setting of the The Keep. With her velvety voice and trademark guitar, A Song or 
Two More is the perfect way to spend a summer evening.

LOCATION: The Keep Pub
DATE & TIME: 28/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com 01483 361101 £8 + fees
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Godalming and Guildford Jazz Choir

Godalming and Guildford jazz choirs are run by vocal coach Phoebe Gaydon and 
accompanied by Alex Ho we and Atalia Fuller. They sing all genres of music and 
aim to have fun, meet friends and sing. You will find the choir performing on the 
High Street all day, come along and enjoy the music!

LOCATION: Town Centre 
DATE & TIME: 28/07/2019, 11am-5pm
BOOKING: FREE FRINGE 

Much Ado About Nothing

Shakespeare’s Wanderers present a charming new take on Much Ado About 
Nothing, which transports audiences back to 1918 shortly after the end of WWI. 
As jubilation descends upon the residents of Dover, love blossoms between the 
returning soldiers and the women who have been working hard on the home 
front. Six versatile actors combine music, dance and a good dose of comedy to 
bring this exciting family-friendly show to life.

LOCATION: Clandon Wood Natural Burial Reserve
DATE & TIME: 28/07/2019, 3-5pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com or 01483 361101 £15/£10 + fees

FREE FRINGE

THEATRE

July 
28

Written by Paul Tate
Directed by Jo Kirkland
Choreographed by Charlotte Bateup
Produced by Nick Wyschna and Charlotte Bateup

 Godalming’s FIRST
professional pantomime

for all the family!

 Godalming’s FIRST
professional pantomime

for all the family!

Written by Paul Tate
Directed by Jo Kirkland
Choreographed by Charlotte Bateup
Produced by Nick Wyschna and Charlotte Bateup

11 - 24 December 2019
TICKETS: £22/£20

For group bookings of 10 + please call for discounts.
See website for full dates and times.

Godalming Borough Hall
The Burys, Godalming, Surrey GU7 1HR

Box o�ce:
01483 361101

GodalmingPantoGodalmingPanto.com

Surrey’s

most affordable

professional

panto

Surrey’s
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Jack and Beanstalk 2019 poster_flyer - 04.pdf   1   08/04/2019   15:53



LOCATION: The Keep Pub
DATE & TIME: 28/07/2019, 7:30-9:30pm
BOOKING: GuildfordFringeFestival.com 01483 361101 £8 + fees
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All brochure details were correct at the time of print.
Guildford Fringe Festival reserves the right to alter events,

times and/or venues if the circumstances dictate.

GuildfordFringeFestival.com

#GuildfordFringe

Supported by

GuildfordFringeFest
GuildfordFringe
GuildfordFringeFestival

28th June - 28th July 2019
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